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Abstract 

Argonaute (Ago) proteins are well known for their role as RNA effector proteins in the 

cytoplasm. However, recent studies have also shown their presence in the nucleus, leading to 

question about their function there. To uncover this role, two distinct cell lines with modified Ago loci 

were generated in mouse embryonic stem (ES) cells, incorporating a tag and a degradation signal that 

would allow protein depletion in few hours through the auxin-inducible degron (AID) system adapted 

from plants. This was achieved through the use of novel genome editing tools, namely CRISPR/Cas9 

system. Two constructs were designed, for Ago1 and for Ago3, to insert AID and the V5 tag sequence 

before the 1st exon of these proteins. After generation of OsTIR cell line that allows AID recognition in 

mouse ES cells, this cell line was transfected with the two constructs together with the plasmid 

encoding Cas9 and the respective guide RNA. 

A1V5AID and A3V5AID cell lines were genotyped by PCR to select homozygous clones, to 

achieve full depletion of the modified proteins. For the A1V5AID cell line, 68 clones were genotyped, 

of which two homozygous and two heterozygous clones were obtained. Regarding A3V5AID cell line, 

first transfection yielded 39 clones, none of them carrying the construct. In second transfection, from 

59 clones obtained only one heterozygous was identified, not expressing Ago3. No clones were 

generated for this cell line. Further characterization of A1V5AID clones will aid to get a new insight of 

Ago1 function in the nucleus of a stem cell. 
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Resumo 

A função das proteínas Argonautas (Ago) é bem conhecida no citoplasma, no entanto, 

estudos recentes mostram que estas também podem ser encontradas no núcleo, onde a sua função 

não é ainda conhecida. Para perceber esta função, foram criadas duas linhas celulares de células 

estaminais embrionárias de murganho com Argonautas modificadas, incorporando uma sequência 

para um epítopo e para um AID que vai induzir a degradação completa destas proteínas de forma 

imediata, recorrendo ao sistema de degradação induzida por auxina adaptado das plantas. Para tal, 

recorreu-se a ferramentas de edição do genoma, nomeadamente o sistema CRISPR/Cas9. Duas 

construções, para a Ago1 e para a Ago3, foram desenhadas de modo a inserir a sequência do 

epítopo V5 e do AID antes do primeiro exão do gene. Após criação da linha celular OsTIR, que 

permite reconhecimento do AID em células eucariotas, as duas construções foram transfectadas 

nesta linha celular em conjunto com a Cas9 e RNA guia.  

Foram criadas duas linhas celulares, A1V5AID e A3V5AID, genotipadas por PCR para 

selecionar clones homozigóticos, de modo a degradar completamente as proteínas modificadas. Dos 

68 clones obtidos para a linha celular A1V5AID, apenas dois eram homozigóticos e dois 

heterozigóticos. Para a linha celular A3V5AID, a primeira transfecção produziu 39 clones, nenhum 

com inserção. Na segunda transfecção, em 59 clones apenas um era heterozigótico e não 

expressava Ago3. Não foram assim obtidos clones para esta linha celular. Caracterização futura dos 

clones A1V5AID ajudará a obter uma nova visão das funções da proteína Ago1 no núcleo de células 

estaminais. 

 
Palavras-chave: Argonautas, CRISPR/Cas9, AID, Células Estaminais Embrionárias de Murganho, 

Ago1, Ago3 
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1. Introduction 

One of the characteristics of science, perhaps the one that turns it into such an appealing 

field, is the fact that for each question answered, one or more questions arise. The more we discover, 

the more we understand that a great deal is yet to be learned. Basic molecular biology for instance: 

DNA is transcribed into RNA and translated into proteins, simple. But it has proven to be much more 

than that, take RNA for example. A wide variety of RNAs have been identified, with many different 

functions. Small RNAs regulate genes and genomes through binding to effector proteins, in which 

Argonautes are the most important proteins of this machinery.1 Though commonly found in the 

cytoplasm, reports of their existence in the cell nucleus have raised many questions regarding their 

functions there.2 Non-coding RNA and RNA-binding proteins are believed to have a role in embryonic 

stem cell (ES cell) fate decisions3, which makes Argonautes great candidates for participation in those 

phenomena. 

1.1 Argonaute Proteins 

RNA molecular biology has written itself several times, for instance, with the discovery of 

different types of RNA, like the small non-coding RNAs. Those small RNAs regulate genes and 

genomes at many levels, like chromatin structure, transcription, translation and RNA processing and 

stability. Their action depends on direct bound to different effector proteins, and the core components 

of the effector machinery are members of the Argonaute protein superfamily.1 

Argonautes are highly conserved proteins found in most eukaryotes where they can be 

divided into two clades, the Ago clade and the Piwi clade. Ago proteins participate in 

post-transcriptional processes in the cytoplasm where they interact with short interfering RNAs 

(siRNAs) and microRNAS (miRNAs), whereas Piwi proteins are more specific since they are 

expressed in germline cells, interacting with Piwi-interacting RNAs and working in the silencing of 

transposable genetic elements.2 Mammalian cells usually have eight family members, four belong to 

the Piwi clade, and the other four to the Ago clade.4 From the Ago clade, three are non-catalytic, 

Ago1, Ago3 and Ago4, the first two are expressed in many cell lines and tissues, whereas Ago4 is less 

expressed in most cells5 and appears to have more specific roles, such as in spermatogenesis, 

regulating entry into meiosis.6 As for Ago2, the only Argonaute with an active catalytic site, it was 

shown to be essential for early embryonic stages, for the development of the placenta, and the 

presence of its catalytic site is required for survival of embryos after birth.7 Crystal structure of human 

Ago2 was already resolved. It has four domains, N-terminal (N) PAZ, MID and PIWI, organized in a 

bilobular structure consisting in the N-PAZ and MIDI-PIWI, which is similar to their bacterial and 

archaeal counterparts, supporting the high degree of conservation of these proteins. The PAZ domain 

anchors the 3’ end of the small RNAs and it is not essential for the catalytic activity of Ago2, as the 

MIDI domain anchors the 5’ end of the small RNA. The N-domain is responsible for loading and 

unwinding of the small RNAs and the catalytic site is localized in the PIWI domain that works as an 

endonuclease, but the N domain has an unstructured loop important for cleavage as well.2,4 
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Argonautes are known to integrate the RISC-loading complex (RNA-induced silencing 

complex-loading complex). They receive double-strand RNA products from the Dicer protein (an 

enzyme from the RNase III family) and bind to only one of the two RNA strands. This strand will direct 

target recognition by Watson-Crick base pairing, whereas the other strand is discarded.1 Argonautes 

are also found in P-bodies (processing bodies), which are cellular sites of RNA metabolism.8,9 

Although this machinery is cytoplasmic, they were also observed in the nucleus more than once. Ago2 

was detected by immunofluorescence in the nucleus of HeLa cells besides its presence in P-bodies 

and diffuse distribution in the cytoplasm.9 Weinmann et al.8, while studying the interaction between 

Argonautes and Importin 8, observed that upon knockdown of the latter, the localization of Ago2 

shifted from the nucleus to the cytoplasm. There is also evidence that a considerable amount of 

cleavage-competent RISC complex is present and functional in the nucleus, or alternatively, actively 

transported there after its formation in the cytoplasm, where it can cleave target RNA with high 

efficiency by conjugation with siRNAs and miRNAs.10 Janowski et al.11 report that Argonautes act in 

the nucleus, linking the pathways for transcriptional and post-transcriptional gene silencing, being able 

to inhibit gene expression when associated with synthetic antigene RNAs complementary to promoter 

DNA or mRNA.  

All these data lead to believe that Argonautes participate in nuclear processes, where they 

can have a variety of functions, as illustrated in Figure 1.1, from gene silencing to alternative splicing, 

chromatin modification or even double-strand break repair.  

 

Figure 1.1 | Potential functions of Argonaute proteins in the nucleus (adapted from Meister, Nature Reviews 
Genetics 14, 2014)2. a | Gene silencing. Cleavage-competent Argonautes can cleave complementary target 
RNAs in the nucleus by classical RNA interference mechanisms. Cleavage of long non-coding RNAs can regulate 
activation or repression of genes according to the specificity of each RNA function. b | Alternative splicing. 
c | Transcriptional silencing through chromatin modification. d | Argonautes might influence double strand-break 
repair processes, when small RNAs are formed.2 

Further studies have been carried out in order to uncover Argonaute functions in the nucleus 

of mammalian cells, but even though they are in fact found in the nucleus, their roles are still yet 

unclear. Many functions relating to gene silencing have been observed. Nishi et al.12 propose that 
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protein trinucleotide repeat containing 6A (TNRC6A) navigates Ago2 into the nucleus to enhance RNA 

interference (RNAi) activity, regulating miRNA-mediated gene silencing. Early studies by Kim et al.13 

state that Ago1 has a role in chromatin modifications along with gene silencing, since it associates 

with RNA polymerase II and is required for histone H3 Lys9 dimethylation and transcriptional gene 

silencing. Subsequent reports showed that Argonautes bind to small RNAs that do not target the 

promoter sequences but instead the large sense or antisense transcripts that span the promoter 

region.2 Zamudio et al.14 found a whole Argonaute-dependent class of noncanonical miRNAS derived 

from protein-coding gene promoters. 

As for chromatin modifications, recurring to genome-wide chromatin-binding analysis, 

Benhamed et al.15 reported that endogenous Argonautes, along with miRNAS, have a role in cellular 

senescence, as a physiological signal for miRNA-mediated transcriptional gene silencing that occurs 

in human cells. Nuclear Ago2 cooperates with proliferation-promoting genes, regulated by the 

retinoblastoma, for stable repression of target genes in senescence. 

Argonautes can also affect alternative splicing. siRNAs targeting a gene region that is located 

near an alternative exon are reported to depend on the presence of Ago1, besides of the factors that 

promote chromatin opening or transcription elongation.16 Further observations confirm the role of Ago1 

and Ago2 in alternative splicing, by their association with chromatin modifiers and splicing factors, 

working as a link between the two. Both proteins trigger local H3K9 methylation, leading to RNA 

polymerase II slowdown and spliceosome recruitment.17 Alló et al.18 investigated the genome-wide 

distribution of Ago1 nuclear targets, which are intragenic enhancers that appear to regulate alternative 

splicing of neighbouring exons, participating in RNA polymerase II elongation. 

These proteins also appear to have a role in double-strand break (DSB) repair, as observed 

by Wei et al.19, small RNAs are created from the target sequences in the DSBs sites, where Ago2 acts 

as an effector protein for those RNAs, recruiting them to induce DSB repair.  

There are also reports of more specific functions for Argonautes. The presence of Ago2 in the 

nucleus was observed in many different types of cancer cells.4 Other reports based on the analysis of 

chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing (CHiP—seq) and gene expression profiling have shown an 

increase in Ago1-bound and Ago1-responsive genes in major cancer-related signalling pathways.4,20 

Nonetheless, there is still little information connecting cancer signalling and nuclear activities of 

Argonautes.  

The reports mentioned until now support a potential role of Argonautes in the nucleus of ES 

cells. Due to biological importance of ES cells, understanding the molecular mechanisms in their 

maintenance and differentiation has great scientific and clinical relevance, with an immediate impact 

for disease modelling, drug discovery and tissue regeneration. Although still unexplored, post-

transcriptional and translational mechanisms play an important role in driving ES cells fate decisions 

being known to rely upon tools like RNA-binding proteins, which have a role in those mechanisms as 

well.3 There is evidence of the presence of Argonautes in the nucleus of ES cells, as seen in Figure 

1.2. All four Argonautes can be found there in different sub-cellular localizations, suggesting different 

functions for the four of them, even though Ago1 and Ago3 are the ones preferentially localized in the 

nucleus (T. Carvalho, Unpublished data). 
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Figure 1.2 | Nuclear localization of the four Argonautes in ES cells. Specific antibody for the respective Argonaute 
proteins (green) and nuclear DAPI counterstain (blue). (T. Carvalho, Unpublished Data) 

1.2 Tools to Study Argonaute Targets 

Observation of the Argonaute targets in the ES cell nucleus will help to uncover the potential 

functions of these proteins. That requires the generation of appropriate tools to answer this question, 

such as generation of a cell line with modified Argonaute loci enabling efficient protein tagging and 

depletion. 

1.2.1 Auxin-Dependent Degradation 

Many of the studies mentioned before relied on gene knockdown of the mammalian 

Argonautes by RNAi. Despite being easy to use, fast and inexpensive, there are still drawbacks. 

Silencing is not 100 % effective, there are differences between experiments and laboratories, it has 

unpredictable offtarget effects and creates only a short-term inhibition of the target gene.21 It takes a 

few days to achieve protein depletion (about 2 days for HeLA cells), and is maintained for a short 

period of time (5-7 days).22  

There is a report on a doxycycline (dox) inducible Ago2 mouse ES cell line, where its 

expression is controlled by the addition of dox to the medium. Ago2 depletion could be achieved in 

96 h and reposition of wild-type expression in another 48 h. This approach achieved the reduction of 

Ago2 expression levels from wild-type to untraceable with almost total depletion in cell lysates by 
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immunoprecipitation. The use of this cell line allowed the identification of a novel class of Argonaute 

dependent noncanonical miRNAS derived from protein coding gene promoters.14  

Even though the system referred before is a good one for induced depletion of proteins, the 

depletion is not very fast and very often incomplete. There is a new system that provides a faster and 

also reversible degradation of a protein of interest, based on auxin-dependent degradation. This 

system is characteristic of plants, where the auxin hormones, such as indole-3-acetic acid (IAA), 

control gene expression during growth and development. Other eukaryotes lack this auxin response 

but still have the SCF (Skp, Cullin, F-box) degradation pathway that participates in the process of 

proteasomal degradation. Studies have shown that the insertion of auxin-inducible degron (AID) in 

eukaryotic cells allows a rapid and reversible degradation of the target proteins.23  

Nishimiura et al.23 tested the system for depletion of an endogenous protein, responsible for 

faithful chromosome segregation, in chicken DT40 cells. Comparing the results with the AID tagged 

protein at N-terminus and C-terminus with the existing cell line that controlled protein expression by a 

tetracycline-responsive TRE promoter, they observed that the protein was depleted in 15 min for the 

AID system whereas the tetracycline induced system took 24 h. This proves a rapid and efficient 

depletion, which the authors suggest to be of great aid to study proteins of unknown function.  

The mechanism of AID action is simple (Figure 1.3): when auxin is present, it binds to the AID 

tag in the target protein, mediating the interaction with the F-box transport inhibitor response 1, TIR1. 

TIR1 is part of the SCF complex, which recruits E2 ubiquitin conjugating enzyme, polyubiquitinating 

AID and targeting the AID-containing protein to degradation by the proteasome. To set up this system 

working in mammalian cells, one of the TIR orthologues must be present in the E3 ubiquitin ligase 

SCF for recognition of the degradation-inducing AID domain which has to be fused with the protein of 

interest.23 This implies the need of genome editing tools to create cell lines with both characteristics. 

 

Figure 1.3 | Schematic representation of the AID system (adapted from Nishimura et al., Nature Methods 6, 
2009)23. When auxin is present, it binds to TIR promoting interaction with the AID in the target protein. SCF-TIR 
complex acts as an E3 ubiquitin ligase, recruiting an E2 ligase that polyubiquitinates the AID tag, leading to 
protein degradation by the proteasome.23  
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1.2.2 CRISPR/Cas9 as Genome Editing Tool 

Programmable sequence-specific endogenous genomic nucleases allow precise alterations of 

specific targets in the genome. Hence, they are good candidates to generate cell lines with an 

endogenous expression of the AID system in mammalian cells. Several different genome editing tools 

have come to light in the past years, namely zinc-finger nucleases (ZFNs), transcription activator-like 

effector nucleases (TALENs) and RNA guided clustered regularly-interspaced short palindromic 

repeats (CRISPR)/Cas9 system. The first two are engineered nucleases with a sequence-specific 

DNA-binding domains fused to a non-specific DNA cleavage module, which induce double-strand 

breaks (DSBs) in the desired genomic loci. 24 

Zinc-finger domain is the most common type of DNA-binding motifs found in eukaryotes, they 

have been engineered to recognize DNA sequences with 9 to 18 bps by linking together three zinc 

fingers, which were developed to recognize almost all the 64 possible nucleotide triplets. Even so, 

when zinc fingers are selected, the interactions between neighbouring fingers have to be taken into 

account. TALENs have a similar approach. They are naturally occurring proteins from a plant 

pathogenic bacterium with DNA-binding domains constituted of 33-35 amino acid repeat domains that 

recognize a single bp each. They are also linked together to recognize a neighbouring DNA sequence 

and can be fused to a wide variety of effector domains, but their cloning is challenging due their 

lengthy identical repeat sequences.21 

CRISPR/Cas9 system is based on microbial adaptive immune system that cleaves foreign 

genetic elements with the endonuclease Cas9, which is guided by small RNAs through Watson-Crick 

interaction with target DNA. The guide RNA sequence of 20 nt is followed by a protospacer adjacent 

motif (PAM) that allows recognition by the Cas9 inducing a DSB in the target DNA (Figure 1.4 a). The 

PAM sequence for the Cas9 derived from Streptococcus pyogenes is the most commonly used. 

S. pyogenes Cas9 requires a 5’-NGG PAM sequence following the guide RNA, cleaving DNA three 

nucleotides before PAM. After the DSB induced by the CAS9, one of two major pathways for DNA 

repair can be recruited: non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) or homology-directed repair (HDS), as 

seen in Figure 1.4 b. The first one is error-prone and happens in the absence of a repair template, 

creating mutations, insertions/deletions (indels), in the genome. The second one is less frequent but is 

able to generate high-fidelity, precise edits in the target locus when an endogenous repair template is 

supplied. The latter can be a double- or single-stranded linear DNA with homology arms flanking the 

engineered sequence bearing desired modifications in the locus.24 

Compared to the other gene editing tools mentioned, CRISPR/Cas9 has the upper hand. This 

system is easier to design, is highly specific and allows for multiplex genome editing. ZFNs are difficult 

to design, time consuming and hardworking, they have problems with specificities of individual zinc 

fingers in the arrays and not all three nucleotide combinations have been discovered yet.25 As for 

TALENs, they require the construction of two new TALENs for each DSB, which makes the process 

longer, even though a variety of protocols exist for their creation. Plus, they cleave non-specifically in 

the 12-24 bp linker between the pair of monomer-binding sites, in the spacer DNA region. In contrast, 

CRISPR/Cas9 is easier to set-up, requiring a cloning of 25 nt long double-stranded DNA 

oligonucleotides encoding the guide RNA into an appropriate plasmid vector, making the process 
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easier and faster. There are still weak points regarding this system. Despite the fact that a PAM site 

exists on average every 8-12 bp in the human genome and every 10 bp in mouse genome 26, Cas9 

may not be the more suitable endonuclease for every application. There could be cases where the 

PAM sequence is not positioned correctly to target the desired genes, when HDR is desired and the 

PAM needs to be very close to the target region. The number of off-targets mutations is also an issue 

and has to be taken into account.24 

a 

 

b 

 

Figure 1.4 | Representation of the RNA-guided Cas9 and the mechanisms of DNA repair that follow its action 
(adapted from Ran et al., Nature Protocols 8, 2013)24. a | Cas9 targets genomic DNA directed by a guide RNA of 
20 nt guide sequence (blue), specific for the target locus, and a scaffold (red). The guide sequence pairs with the 
DNA (blue bar on the top strand) upstream of the PAM motif (PAM in pink). The DSB induced by the Cas9 
upstream of the PAM motif is represented by the red triangle. b | After DSB induced by the Cas9 (yellow), DNA can 
be repaired in two ways. In NHEJ, endogenous DNA repair machinery rejoins the ends of the DSB, creating 
random indel mutations at the junction site. If a repair template is provided, with two homology arms flanking the 
target region, HDR is promoted, creating a high fidelity and precise editing. 24 

Targeting efficiency is an important parameter to consider when genome editing is being 

performed. Cas9 has a targeting efficiency comparable with TALENS and ZFN, which are about 

1-50 %. Concerning Cas9, reports show efficiencies up to 70 % in zebrafish and plants and 2-5 % in 

induced pluripotent stem cells. A frequent way for testing targeting efficiency of a guide RNA selected 

for a target gene is the T7 Endonuclease I mutation detection assay, represented in Figure 1.5. The 

DNA of the target cells with modified locus is isolated and amplified by PCR, the products are 

denaturated and re-annealed, and then digested with T7 endonuclease-I, that cleaves non-perfectly 

matched DNA, creating fragments that can be separated by electrophoresis and analysed.27 
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All of the above makes CRISPR/Cas9 a promising new technique, easy to use and less time 

consuming, making it a great candidate to generate mutants with a specific DNA modification, either 

an insertion or a deletion, that can be simply achieved after selection of an appropriate guide RNA for 

the target locus and by providing HDR template with the desired modification flanked by two homology 

arms. 

 

Figure 1.5 | T7 Endonuclease I mutation detection assay. Genomic DNA is amplified with primers surrounding the 
modified locus. PCR products are denatured and re-annealed into three possible structures, the ones with a 
mismatch are digested by T7 Endonuclease I. Fragments can be analysed after separation by electrophoresis. 
(Adapted from Reis et al., NEB expressions Issue I, 2014). 27 

1.2.3 Tagging Argonautes to Allow for Specificity of Protein Detection 

 There is a shortage of potent and highly specific antibodies against these proteins, because 

the commercially available antibodies for Argonautes are few and with lower specificity. Alló et al.18 

tested two different antibodies for human Ago1 and reported discrepancies between results, such as 

different molecular weights of detected protein bands in Western blot and a different genomic 

distribution in ChIP-seq. Most of available data on Argonautes are based on overexpressing studies of 

a tagged Argonaute, possibly not accurately reflecting endogenous protein function.9 Therefore, 

engineering modified Argonaute loci with the addition of a small recognition tag is something to be 

considered, taking into account that it should not interfere with its the natural behaviour. 

1.3 Embryonic Stem Cell Lines with Modified Ago Loci 

The observation of Argonautes in the ES cell nuclei calls for the thorough study to uncover 

their function. For this, mouse ES cell lines with modified Ago loci need to be produced by 

CRISPR/Cas9 technology. These cells lines were chosen to be constructed for mouse Ago1 and 

Ago3, the two nuclear-localised Ago proteins, and should incorporate two major features. First, the 

14-amino acid V5 epitope derived from simian parainfluenza virus type 5 28, or simply a V5 tag, has to 
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be inserted to promote efficient immunoprecipitation and protein detection, whether from Western blot 

or immunofluorescence.  

The second insertion to be done is that of the AID, for inducible protein degradation. As 

explained before, this will allow fast and reversible protein depletion, upon addition of auxin. However, 

to allow for the use of the AID system, the auxin receptor/E3 ligase had to be introduced in mouse ES 

cells in the first place. 

 Generation of these cell lines enables observation of the immediate effect of Argonaute 

depletion on transcription for individual Ago1 and Ago3 cell lines, providing insights of the roles of both 

proteins in the machinery that relies on RNA to regulate stem cell properties often denominated as 

stemness. Stem cells are defined by their capacity to self-renew, meaning, to generate daughter cells 

identical to the progenitor cell, and by their potential for differentiation into other cell types. Thus 

stemness is the core stem cell property of self-renewal and generation of differentiated progeny. 

Research to unveil the molecular bases of stemness, has been carried through the unveiling of the 

transcriptional profiling of stem cells.29 This research revealed that stem cells are heterogeneous and 

dynamic population, where individual cells are constantly challenged by differentiation stimuli and 

respond to them through finely tuned fluctuations in the expression of the core stemness 

transcriptional factors. As far as we know by now, fine tuning of the stemness state is also a subject of 

subtle changes in chromatin state where RNA-binding proteins have their role. Therefore, generation 

of the cell lines described, will provide tools that can help reach this goal, bringing the fully 

characterization and understanding of stem cells a nearest future. 
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2. Materials and Methods 

2.1 Cell Culture 

2.1.1 ES Cell Culture and Media 

Mouse ES cells (cell line E14tg2a, kind gift from Manuel Serrano, CNIO, Madrid) were grown 

on gelatin-coated cell culture plates at 37 ºC with 5 % CO2 using 2iLIF medium containing: Dulbecco's 

Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) (Thermo Fisher 41966-029) supplemented with 15% embryonic stem 

cell-qualified Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) (Thermo Fisher 16141-079), 2 mM L-Glutamine (Thermo 

Fisher 25030-024), 0.1 mM 2-Mercaptoethanol (Thermo Fisher 31350-010), 3 µM CHIR99021 (Axon 

Medchem Axon 1386), 1 µM PD0325901 (Axon Medchem Axon 1408) and 1 000 U/mL Leukemia 

Inhibitory Factor (LIF) (Merck Milipore ESG1107).  

For routine propagation cells were washed with PBS 1x and dissociated with 0.25 % 

trypsin-EDTA for 3 min at 37 ºC. Reaction was stopped with 3 volumes of DMEM ES medium (DMEM 

supplemented with 15% FBS, 2 mM L-Glutamine and 0.1 mM 2-Mercaptoethanol) for each volume of 

added trypsin, cells were manually dissociated and centrifuged for 3 min at 200 x g. After supernatant 

removal, cells were resuspended in the appropriate volume of DMEM ES medium. When needed, 

viable cells were counted in a haemocytometer by staining with trypan blue. The desired quantity of 

cells was plated in the appropriate volume of 2iLIF medium. For criopreservation, after centrifugation 

cells were resuspended in 1 mL of DMEM ES medium supplemented with 10 % of DMSO, placed in 

cryovials and stored at -80 ºC. 

For DNA and RNA extraction, cells were washed with PBS 1x, then detached by action of 

0.25 % trypsin-EDTA (3 min at 37 ºC), trypsin action inactivated by addition of DMEM ES as above, 

cells were manually dissociated and centrifuged for 3 min at 200 x g. Cell pellets were washed with 

PBS 1x and centrifuged (3 min at 200 x g). Pellets for DNA extraction were flash frozen in liquid 

nitrogen and kept at -80 ºC until extraction. 

2.1.2 Neon® Transfection and Cell Line Generation 

Neon® Transfection System 100 µL Kit (Thermo Fisher MPK10096) was used to transfect 

Ago1 and Ago3 constructs into OsTIR cell line according to manufacturer’s instructions. 2.5 µg of 

plasmid px459 (a gift from Feng Zhang, Addgene plasmid 48139), containing Cas9 and the guide 

RNA, and 2.5 µg of DNA corresponding to each construct, preparared as described in section 2.3.3, 

were transfected into: (1) 2 x 106 cells at first transfection of Ago3 construct into OsTIR 6 and 8 and at 

second transfection into OsTIR 6; (2) 3 x 106 cells for Ago1 construct transfection in OsTIR 6. Neon® 

Device conditions were 1 400 V, 10 ms and 3 pulses. Transfected cells were plated in P60 dishes 

(TPP) in 3 mL of 2iLIF medium. 24 h after transfection, puromycin (2 µg/mL) selection was carried out 

for 48 h. Clones were ready to be picked approximately one week later. P60 dishes were washed and 

kept in PBS 1x while clones were picked manually with the P200 pipette tip and placed in the wells of 

96 V-bottom cell culture plates with 50 µL/well of 0.25 % trypsin-EDTA. Following incubation at 37 ºC 
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for 5 min and manual dissociation, clones were plated into wells of 24 well cell culture plates 

containing 500 µL/well of 2iLIF medium. 

2.2 Guide RNA Preparation 

2.2.1 Guide Cloning 

Oligonucleotides corresponding to the guide RNA sequence, predicted by Zhang’s Lab online 

CRISPR Design Tool (http://crispr.mit.edu/), were ordered from Sigma-Aldrich©, annealed, 

phosphorylated and ligated between two BbsI sites of px459. The products of ligation were 

transformed into DH5α competent cells by heat shock at 42 ºC, followed by plating on LB agar dishes 

with 100 µg/mL of ampicillin and overnight incubation at 37 ºC. Individual colonies were picked and 

grown overnight in 3 mL of LB medium with 100 µg/mL of ampicillin at 37 ºC and 250 rpm. Plasmid 

DNA was extracted using Gene Jet Plasmid MiniPrep Kit (Fermentas K0503) according to 

manufacturer’s instructions. Succinctly, the extraction was based on SDS/alkaline lysis followed by 

purification on a spin column with silica-based membrane, where binding and elution were performed 

through salt concentration variation. Plasmid DNA was quantified on NanoDrop™ 2000 (Thermo 

Fisher ND-2000) and Sanger sequenced at GATC Biotech to confirm correct guide sequence 

incorporation prior to transfection into mouse ES cells. 

2.2.2 Guide Efficiency Test by T7 Endonuclease I Assay  

The px459 plasmid with expression cassette for Cas9 and the guide RNA was used to 

perform the T7 Endonuclease I mutation detection assay, by transfecting 2 x 105 E14tg2a cells with 

500 ng/µL of DNA using Lipofectamine® 3000 (Thermo Fisher L3000-001) per well of a 24 well plate 

according to manufacturer’s instructions. After 24h, selection with 2 µg/mL of puromycin was started. 

48h after cells were collected and pellets were used for DNA extraction according to GeneArt® 

Genomic Cleavage Detection Kit (Thermo Fisher A24372) manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, after 

cell lysis and DNA extraction, the targeted DNA was amplified by PCR using primers flanking the site 

of the selected guide. The next step was the denaturation and re-annealing of PCR product, followed 

by hydrolysis with T7 endonuclease I (GeneCopoeia™ TENI-050), according to the manufacturer’s 

instructions for the IndelCheck™ CRISPR/TALEN insertion or deletion detection system. The 

presence of Cas9-induced indels was checked by agarose gel electrophoresis. 

2.3 PCR Ligation-based Cloning 

2.3.1 PCR Ligation 

Ago1 and Ago3 constructs were made using the strategy of PCR ligation with three different 

reactions. In the first two PCR reactions the homology arms for both genes were amplified from 

genomic DNA using gene-specific primers: (1) Ago1/35HAFw and Ago1/35HARv for amplification of 

the 5’HA; (2) Ago1/33HAFw and Ago1/33HARv for amplification of the 3’HA. The sequences of the 

primers used are listed in the Appendix. PCR reactions for PCR ligation cloning were performed with: 

2.5 U of NZYlong DNA polymerase (NZYTech MB00303) in a reaction with 1x Reaction Buffer, 
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0.4 mM of dNTPs, 0.4 µM of each primer, forward and reverse, 15 ng of input genomic DNA from 

E14tg2a cells and PCR grade water to a final volume of 25 µL. The thermal cycler conditions for 

NZYlong DNA polymerase in these two reactions were: (1) Initial denaturation at 95 ºC for 2 min; 

(2) 5 Cycles with denaturation at 95 ºC for 30 s, annealing at 60 ºC for 45 s and extension at 68 ºC for 

2 min; (3) 30 cycles with denaturation at 95 ºC for 30 s, annealing at 68 ºC for 45 s and extension at 

68 ºC for 2 min; (4) Final extension at 68 ºC for 5 min.  

In a third PCR reaction the AID sequence was amplified from pAIDN1.2 (kind gift of K. 

Samejima, University of Edinburgh, UK, Samejima et al., 2012) with primers V5AIDFw and V5AIDRv 

using Phusion High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase (Thermo Fisher 10024537). For this reaction were used 

0.5 U of Phusion DNA Polymerase, 1x Phusion HF Buffer, 4 mM of dNTPs, 0.5 µM of each primer, 

forward and reverse, 15 ng of input DNA and PCR grade water to a final volume of 25 µL. The thermal 

cycler conditions for Phusion DNA polymerase were: (1) Initial denaturation at 98 ºC for 30 s; 

(2) 5 Cycles with denaturation at 98 ºC for 10 s, annealing at 60 ºC for 30 s and extension at 72 ºC for 

30 s; (3) 30 cycles with denaturation at 98 ºC for 10 s, annealing at 68 ºC for 30 s and extension at 

72 ºC for 30 s; (4) Final extension at 72 ºC for 5 min. 

The three fragments obtained from these reactions were then joined together in a reaction 

with the two of the fragments (one reaction with primers Ago1/35HARv and V5AIDRv and the other 

with V5AIDFw and Ago1/33HARv), amplifying two different parts of the construct, one at time. Or, the 

three fragments were amplified at the same time (with primers Ago1/35HAFw and Ago1/33HARv), 

generating the whole construct. These PCR reactions were done with Phusion DNA polymerase due 

to its high-fidelity necessary for amplification of fragments for cloning. The reactions were carried out 

with 0.5 U of Phusion DNA Polymerase, 1x Phusion HF Buffer, 4 mM of dNTPs, 0.5 µM of each 

primer, forward and reverse, 1 µL of each DNA fragment from previous PCRs and PCR grade water to 

a final volume of 25 µL. The thermal cycler conditions for Phusion DNA polymerase in these reactions 

were: (1) Initial denaturation at 98 ºC for 30 s; (2) 30 cycles with denaturation at 98 ºC for 10 s, 

annealing at 68 ºC for 30 s and extension at 72 ºC for 60 s; (3) Final extension at 72 ºC for 5 min. 

 PCRs were carried out in MyCycler™ Thermal Cycler System with Gradient Option (Bio-Rad 

1709713) and all sequences of the primers used can be found in the Appendix. 

2.3.2 Construct Purification and Cloning 

Products from PCR ligations were separated in an agarose gel, excised and purified with 

NZYGelpure Kit (NZYTech MB01101) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Shortly, this kit 

utilizes a silica-gel based membrane that selectively adsorbs DNA fragments in the presence of 

specific binding buffers30. Purified DNA fragments were then ligated into pBluescript II KS (+/-) 

phagemid previously digested with EcoRV and cloned into DH5α competent cells as described above. 

Then plasmid DNA was extracted with Gene Jet Plasmid MiniPrep Kit according to manufacturer’s 

instructions. Positive clones were selected by a restriction analysis with 5 U of HindIII (Thermo Fisher 

FD0505) and XhoI (Thermo Fisher FD0694) to confirm insertion of the construct in the plasmid, and 

with 5 U of either PstI (Thermo Fisher ER0611), EcoRI (Thermo Fisher FD0274), BamHI (Thermo 
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Fisher FD0054) or SacII (Thermo Fisher ER0201) to confirm orientation/integrity of the insert. 

Positive clones were Sanger sequenced at GATC Biotech using T7 and M13 reverse primers. 

2.3.3 Construct Preparation for Transfection 

Sequencing-verified constructs were grown in DH5α competent cells overnight in 50 mL of LB 

medium supplemented with 100 µg/mL of ampicillin, and plasmid DNA was then extracted with 

Genopure Plasmid Midi Kit (Roche 3143414001) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. As the 

Miniprep Kit mentioned before, this kit relies on alkaline cell lyses to extract the plasmid DNA that is 

purified on a chromatography column through binding and elution based on different ionic strengths.  

DNA concentration was quantified on NanoDrop™ 2000 and 20 µg of plasmid DNA obtained 

in the Midprep was digested in a total volume of 200 µL with 50 U of appropriate enzymes for each 

construct (BamHI and HindIII for Ago1, XhoI and HindIII for Ago3), in 1x FastDigest Buffer. The 

digests were gel-purified, precipitated with ethanol overnight, then spun for 30 min at 4 ºC and 

13 000 rpm, washed with 70 % ethanol and resuspended in an appropriate volume of RNase/DNase 

free water in order to have 2.5 µg of DNA concentrated in a small volume for Neon® transfection. 

2.3.4 Site-directed Mutagenesis 

Two pairs of primers were designed flanking the nucleotide to be corrected (sequences can 

be found in the Appendix), Ago3HA1Bm1Fw and Ago3HA1Bm1Rv for correction of first mutation, plus 

Ago3HA1Bm2Fw and Ago3HA1Bm2Rv for correction of the second mutation, ordered from 

Sigma-Aldrich©. The plasmid DNA with the Ago3 construct was amplified with these primers in a 

reaction with 0.5 U of Phusion DNA Polymerase, 1x Phusion HF Buffer, 4 mM of dNTPs, 0.5 µM of 

each primer, forward and reverse, 15 ng of plasmid DNA fragment and PCR grade water to a final 

volume of 25 µL. The thermal cycler conditions used were: (1) Initial denaturation at 98 ºC for 30 s; 

(2) 5 Cycles with denaturation at 98 ºC for 10 s, annealing at 60 ºC for 30 s and extension at 72 ºC for 

30 s; (3) 30 cycles with denaturation at 98 ºC for 10 s, annealing at 68 ºC for 30 s and extension at 

72 ºC for 30 s; (4) Final extension at 72 ºC for 5 min. 

The PCR product (20 µL) was then digested with 50 U DpnI (Thermo Fisher ER1701) in 1x 

Buffer Tango in a total volume of 200 µL, for 2 h at 37 ºC followed by inactivation for 20 min at 65 ºC. 

This way methylated DNA was destroyed and only the corrected DNA was transformed into bacteria. 

Transformation of 20 µL of the digest into DH5α competent cells took place as described above, as 

well as the following procedure until plasmid DNA extraction. The clones were Sanger sequenced at 

GATC Biotech. This protocol was repeated twice, since there were two distinct mutations and they 

were corrected one at the time. 

2.4 RNA Extraction 

Cells were collected as described in section 2.1 and RNA extraction was performed according 

to PureZOL™ RNA Isolation Reagent (Biorad 7326890) manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, PureZOL 

is monophasic solution of phenol and 4 M guanidine isothiocynate, which lyses cells while inhibiting 

RNase activity, allowing for separation of RNA from other cellular components after the addition of 
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chloroform. RNA stays in the aqueous phase and is precipitated with isopropanol, being then 

solubilized in RNase/DNase free water. 

After extraction, RNA concentration was quantified on NanoDrop™ 2000 and then 5 µg from 

each sample were treated with 50 U of DNase I (Roche 04716728001), 40 U of RNaseOUT (Thermo 

Fisher 10777019), in 50 µL of 1x Incubation Buffer. Reactions took place for 1 h at 37 ºC after which 

RNA solution was extracted with equal volume of acid phenol/chloroform and precipitated overnight 

with ethanol. The RNA was then spun for 30 min at 4 ºC and 13 000 rpm, washed with 70 % ethanol, 

resuspended in an appropriate volume of RNase/DNase free water and quantified on NanoDrop™ 

2000. 

2.4.1 cDNA Synthesis 

0.6 µg of DNaseI-treated RNA were used to synthetize complementary DNA (cDNA) with 

Transcriptor First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit (Roche 5081963001) according to manufacturer’s 

instructions. This was achieved by the use of Reverse Transcriptase enzyme with random hexamer 

primers provided by the kit, allowing uniform representation of all RNA sequences since they bind to 

many sites throughout the length of RNA. Final reaction was then diluted to 5 ng/µL by addition of 

RNase/DNase free water. 

2.4.2 RT-PCR 

PCR reaction was carried out with 1 U BIOTAQ™ DNA Polymerase (Bioline BIO-21040), 1x 

NH4 Reaction Buffer, 4 mM MgCl2 Solution, 0.4 mM of dNTPs, 0.4 µM of each primer, forward 

(OSTIRrt FW) and reverse (OSTIRrt REV), 25 ng of cDNA and RNase/DNase free water to a final 

volume of 25 µL. Thermal cycler conditions for the reaction were: (1) Initial denaturation at 94 ºC for 

2 min; (2) 30 cycles with denaturation at 94 ºC for 30 s, annealing at 60 ºC for 45 s and extension at 

72 ºC for 30 s; (3) Final extension at 72 ºC for 5 min. Same conditions applied to GAPDH reaction, 

except the number of cycles in step (2), which were 25 instead of 30. PCRs were carried out in 

MyCycler™ Thermal Cycler System with Gradient Option. Primer sequences can be found in the 

Appendix. 

2.5 Genomic DNA Extraction 

Cells were collected according section 2.1.1. 500 µL of Tail Lysis Buffer (100 mM NaCl, 

10 mM Tris pH 8.0, 25 mM EDTA pH 8.0 and 0.5 % SDS) with 0.2 mg/mL of proteinase K was added 

to the cell pellets and the reaction was incubated overnight at 56 ºC. On the following day, 55 µL of 

3 M sodium acetate and 500 µL of phenol-chloroform were added, following mixing by manual 

shaking. After centrifugation (10 min at maximum speed) aqueous phase was carefully transferred to a 

new eppendorf tube to which was added 500 µL of chloroform, mixing by shaking manually. Another 

centrifugation followed to separate phases once more, and the aqueous phase was transferred to a 

new eppendorf, with addition of 450 µL of isopropanol and mixture by inversion. After incubation for 

1 h followed by centrifugation (maximum speed for 30 min) the DNA was precipitated, the supernatant 

discarded and 700 µL of 70 % ethanol were added for washing the pellet. After one last centrifugation 
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(top speed for 5 min), the supernatant was removed and the pellet was air dried until ethanol residues 

evaporated. DNA pellets were solubilized in the appropriated volume of TE buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, 

1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0). All steps were carried out at room temperature. 

2.5.1 Genotyping by PCR  

Genomic DNA concentration was quantified on NanoDrop™ 2000 after the extraction and 

diluted to 3 ng/µL. Clones were genotyped in a PCR reaction with 2.5 U of NZYlong DNA polymerase, 

1x Reaction Buffer, 0.4 mM of dNTPs, 0.4 µM of each primer, forward and reverse, 15 ng of genomic 

DNA and PCR grade water to a final volume of 25 µL. The thermal cycler conditions used were: 

(1) Initial denaturation at 95 ºC for 2 min; (2) 35 cycles with denaturation at 95 ºC for 30 s, annealing at 

60.4 ºC for 45 s and extension at 68 ºC for 2.5 min; (3) Final extension at 68 ºC for 5 min. Four distinct 

reactions were done for clones from each cell line with the following primers: (1) Identification of 

wild-type and knockin allele with Ago1GeneArtFw and Ago1GeneArtRv for A1V5AID, Ago35HAFw 

and Ago3genotRev2 for A3V5AID; (2) Construct insertion verification with Ago15HAFw and 

Ago13HARv for A1V5AID, Ago35HAFw and Ago33HARv for A3V5AID; (3) Correct insertion at 5’end 

with Ago15HAOutFw and V5Rv for A1V5AID, Ago35HAOutFw and V5Rv for A3V5AID; (4) Correct 

insertion at 3’end with V5Fw and Ago13HAOutRv for A1V5AID, V5Fw and Ago33HAOutRv for 

A3V5AID. 

New reactions to corroborate the previous PCRs were performed in different conditions, with 

2.5 U of NZYlong DNA polymerase (NZYTech MB00303), 1x Reaction Buffer, 0.2 mM of dNTPs, 

0.8 µM of each primer, forward and reverse, 15 ng of genomic DNA and PCR grade water to a final 

volume of 25 µL. The thermal cycler conditions were different as well: (1) Initial denaturation at 95 ºC 

for 3 min; (2) 5 Cycles with denaturation at 95 ºC for 1 min, annealing at 61 ºC for 1.5 min and 

extension at 68 ºC for 2.5 min; (3) 30 cycles with denaturation at 95 ºC for 1 min, annealing at 61 ºC 

for 1 min and extension at 68 ºC for 2.5 min; (4) Final extension at 68 ºC for 10 min. 

PCRs were carried out in MyCycler™ Thermal Cycler System with Gradient Option and all of 

the sequences of the primers used can be found in the Appendix. Primers Ago15HAOutFw, 

Ago35HAOutFw, V5Fw were ordered from Frilabo, the remaining from Sigma-Aldrich©. 
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3. Results and Discussion 

Obtaining of mouse ES cell lines with modified Ago loci for inducible depletion with the AID 

system requires the design of a homology-based construct to be incorporated with the help of the 

CRISPR/Cas9 system. For both Ago1 and Ago3, two different constructs were designed following 

similar strategies, yet with subtle differences due the location of RNA guides chosen for induction of 

DSB by the Cas9. The goal in both cases was the insertion of the V5 tag and the AID sequence in 

frame with the N-terminus of both proteins, so the tagged Argonautes could be expressed normally as 

their wild-type (WT) counterparts. These constructs were inserted in a previously generated mouse ES 

cell line engineered to express auxin receptor OsTIR1, so the AID sequence could be recognized in 

mouse ES cells, inducing protein depletion. The cell lines generated in this work were designated 

A1V5AID and A3V5AID respectively. 

3.1 Ago3 Construct 

In order to promote HDR upon the action of the Cas9 in the genome using the CRISPR/Cas9 

system, a construct was designed meeting two major specifications for subsequent insertion of the 

fragment with the desired mutations. The first one is the insertion of the V5 and AID sequences at the 

5’end of the cDNA, in frame with the following exons of the protein. The second one is the existence of 

two homology arms, of approximately 700 bp, flanking this insertion to promote the HDR upon DSB 

induced by the Cas9. The choice of their size is supported by suggestion from Zhang Lab, homology 

arms of 800 bp for insertions >100 bp 31, taking into account that V5 and AID make a total of 183 bp 

(sequence in Appendix). 

Besides these characteristics, there are also present two specific restriction sites for 

directional cloning and excision, and the first and second (1st and 2nd) exons were joined together, 

skipping the 1st intron. This was performed due to choice of a guide RNA in the 2nd exon instead of the 

first. This will be explained in the detail in the following section, 3.1.1. A scheme for the final construct 

meeting all the stated characteristics can be seen in Figure 3.1 and its full sequence can be found in 

the Appendix. 

 

Figure 3.1 | Schematic representation of Ago3 construct. The V5 and AID sequences are inserted in frame with 
the exons, following the ATG site. This region is flanked by two HA of about 700 bp to promote HDR upon Cas9 
action. Two flanking restriction sites were also inserted to facilitate directional cloning and excision of the 
cassette. The 1st and 2nd Exons were joined together in the construct due to the choice of a guide in the 2nd Exon. 
The * represents the mutated PAM. Total construct size is 1 747 bp. 

3.1.1 Guide RNA in the 2nd Exon 

As explained before, Cas9 nuclease needs a guide RNA of 20 nt followed by a PAM 

sequence, 5’-NGG, to target the desired sequence (section 1.2.2). Three major concerns ruled the 

 HindIII 

ATG AID 1st Exon 2nd 
Exon* V5 5’HA        5’HA 3’HA       3’HA 

 XhoI 
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guide selection for the insertion of the construct: proximity to the ATG site, feasibility of mutation of the 

PAM sequence in the HR construct and the guide score. 

The Cas9 guide has to be located in the proximity of the ATG site, where the gene will be 

modified  (further explanation in section 3.1.3) and it is recommended to promote HDR24. As for the 

PAM mutation, it has been reported by many authors that Cas9 activity after HDR often induces indels 

in the inserted sequence if it still bears unmodified guide and PAM motif. If upon DSB the first repair 

mechanism to act is NHEJ, a mutation in the guide or PAM sequence can be created, compromising 

further Cas9 recognition or cutting. If HDR does happen but the edited locus does not disrupt the 

guide RNA sequence or the PAM site, recutting can happen followed by NHEJ. In order to avoid 

partial insertions and undesired adjacent rearrangements, the repair template should induce changes 

or have a mutated PAM site, so Cas9 recognition is compromised and the template is not cut. Also, 

PAM mutations should not modify the coding sequence in an unacceptable manner. 32 

Online tools created by Zhang Lab33 allow to predict the occurrence of guides in many 

genomes, including the mouse genome, and to classify guides through the attribution of a score. This 

is done through an algorithm, which attributes a score for the identified guides by classifying offtargets 

based on the number of individual mismatches and their absolute position. The final score is given 

taking into account the incidence of an individual offtarget in a marked gene.33 Even though Zhang 

Lab33 considers guides with scores above 50 % as good candidates if their high-score targets do not 

fall in marked gene regions, guides with fewer offtargets, which means higher scores, are still 

preferred. 

Work previously done by Ana Poim (unpublished data), resorting to the mentioned online tool, 

resulted in the identification of 6 guides around the 1st exon neighbouring the ATG site, with scores 

above 80%. These guides are represented in Figure 3.2, some have few offtargets in genes (Table 

3.1) besides, only one of the guides is localized near the ATG site. That guide, 38.1, could not be used 

because its PAM overlaps with the splicing donor site and the codon for arginine and thus could not be 

mutated. None of these guides satisfy the specifications needed for insertion of the construct. 

 
Figure 3.2 | Guides for 1st exon of Ago3 region. The names of the guides represented in red are inserted between 
the end of the guide RNA sequence and before the PAM site. The sequence in yellow corresponds to the 
1st exon, and the red square signalises the GT of the splicing donor site. 

Table 3.1 | Sequence, score and number of offtargets for the evaluated guides for the 1st exon of Ago3. 

Name Sequence Score Number of offtargets 
1.2 TTGTGCCCGGAGCTTTCCGA GGG 91 70 (14 are in genes) 

38.1 TGAATGGAAATCGGCTCCGC AGG 93 65 (04 are in genes) 
38.2 GCGGGCTTTCAGGCCCGATG CGG 93 49 (10 are in genes) 
38.3 CGGGCTTTCAGGCCCGATGC GGG 91 40 (08 are in genes) 
s1.1 GGCGACGCAAGTTCCGGACC TGG 95 15 (03 are in genes) 
s1.2 TCTGTGGGCGACGCAAGTTC CGG 93 52 (06 are in genes) 
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Without an appropriate guide in the 1st exon, the search was extended to the 2nd exon. The 

guide should be located the closest of the beginning of the exon as possible, so the insertion stays in 

the middle of the two homology arms and primer design is easier for mutation of the PAM sequence. 

Only one guide met these requirements (Table 3.2), even though it does not have a very high score, it 

was the best one amongst the many guides surrounding that region. The PAM site is localized in the 

first nucleotides of the 2nd exon and it can be mutated from GGG to GGA, creating a silent mutation for 

glycine codon (red codon in Figure 3.3). 

Table 3.2 | Sequence, score and number of offtargets of the guide selected in the 2nd exon of Ago3 for application 
of the CRISPR/Cas9 system. 

Name Sequence Score Number of offtargets 
Exon2Guide8 CCTCCCTGACAGGACCCATT GGG 78 166 (21 are in genes) 
 

 
Figure 3.3 | Position of the selected guide for Ago3. The guide RNA sequence is presented in blue, the PAM site 
in red and the brown sequence corresponds to the 2nd exon. The PAM site was mutated from GGG to GGA. 

3.1.2 Guide Cloning and Test for Cleavage Efficiency 

Guide 8 was cloned into px459 vector as described in section 2.2. Before using a guide to 

perform a specific mutation in the desired locus, its targeting efficiency can be tested by the T7 

Endonuclease I mutation detection assay, as explained before in section 1.2.2. This test was 

performed for the guide chosen for Ago3 construct insertion. E14tg2a cells were transfected by 

lipofection with a plasmid containing the Cas9 and the guide RNA, genomic DNA was extracted and 

amplified by PCR with primers neighbouring the guide cut site. The PCR products were denaturated, 

re-annealed and digested with T7 Endonuclease I, which resulted in fragments seen in Figure 3.4. 

Upon cut, two fragments with different sizes were created, whose sum equals to the size of the 

fragment defined by the chosen primers. A good ratio between the two expected fragments can be 

observed in Figure 3.4, by looking at the intensity of the fragments. The original fragment is more 

abundant, which might suggest that the Cas9 action leaded by this guide is moderate. This can be 

preferable to some extent, since a highly efficient guide may lead to a recut after the fragment is 

inserted, or to high targeting in the offtarget regions due to high affinity of the guide RNA, possibly 

creating mutations that would affect the normal cell behaviour. This events may happen due to 

CRISPR/Cas9 nature, the adaptive immune system of prokaryotes that deals with hypervariable 

genetic elements, in a way that low specificity is not unexpected for Cas9, allowing for cleavage of 

variant DNA sequences34. The fragments of lower size in the controls are generated by the 

polymerase errors in the PCR reaction, which upon re-annealing may also create mismatches that can 

be digested by the T7 Endonuclease I. 
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Figure 3.4 | The T7 Endonuclease I mutation detection assay for guide 8 in the 2nd exon of Ago3. There are four 
controls, one from GeneArt® Genomic Cleavage Detection Kit, E14tg2a cells, E14tg2a cells with 
Lipofectamine® 3000 and the last one the empty Cas9 plasmid (px459). The final lanes correspond to the guide, 
where three fragments can be visible: the one amplified by the chosen primers (924 bp), and the other two are the 
expected upon cut by the Cas9, 549 bp and 375 bp. 

3.1.3 PCR Ligation-based Assembly of Ago3 Construct 

The assembly of Ago3 construct was done by PCR ligation. This procedure can be used to 

generate precise mutations, by establishing an overlap extension PCR.35 To set up this technique, six 

hybrid primers were designed in order to create three PCR fragments with overlapping homologous 

regions. After PCR amplification of each individual fragment, they are joined together in a PCR 

reaction where, due to the homology regions created, upon denaturation and re-annealing, they will be 

amplified as one single DNA fragment. The desired fragment can be then size-selected by gel 

electrophoresis and cloned into appropriate vector for further amplification in bacteria.  

In Figure 3.5 is shown a scheme of the DNA fragments and the primers used. Fragment 1 

corresponds to PCR amplification of the 5’HA from E14t2a genomic DNA. Primer a has an adaptor 

with the restriction site for HindIII preceding a 21 nt sequence of the 5’ untranslated region (UTR) of 

Ago3, and primer b has the 19 nt of this gene upstream of the ATG site and the first 20 nt of the V5 

sequence.  

DNA fragment 2 is obtained by the amplification of the sequence of AID from the vector 

pAIDN1.2 (kind gift of K. Samejima, University of Edinburgh, UK, Samejima et al., 2012) with primers c 

and d, which both have about 20 nt from AID sequence beginning and end, respectively. Primer b 

incorporates the full sequence for the V5 tag (42 bp) after the AID sequence. Primer d is composed by 

the last 16 nt from the 1st exon and the first 20 nt of the 2nd exon, including the mutated PAM, following 

the AID sequence. 

Last DNA fragment that formed the 3’HA of the construct was amplified with primer e and f. 

Primer e incorporates 4 nt of the AID sequence, the final 16 nt of the 1st exon and the first 20 nt of the 

2nd exon with the mutated PAM. Primer f incorporates 20 nt of the 3’UTR of Ago3 and an adapter with 

restriction site for XhoI. All primer sequences can be found in the Appendix. 
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The three DNA fragments were assembled in a PCR reaction with primers a and f, and due to 

the homology regions existent between the DNA fragments (green bars in Figure 3.5) they were 

amplified as single molecule, generating the final constructed of 1 747 bp represented in Figure 3.1. 

 

Figure 3.5 | PCR ligation for synthesis of Ago3 construct. DNA fragment 1 was generated with primers a and b, 
DNA fragment 2 with c and d, and DNA fragment 3 with primers e and f. The vertical bars represent the homology 
created between DNA fragments. The region covered by the primers (arrows), are representative of their 
sequence. The final construct was assembled by a PCR reaction with the three DNA fragments and with primers 
a and f.  

3.1.4 Site-Directed Mutagenesis 

Upon generation and Sanger sequencing of the Ago3 construct, two mutations were identified 

in both HA, on nucleotide 639 (adenine instead of guanine) in the 5’HA region, and in nucleotide 1 252 

(thymine instead of cytosine) in the 3’HA region. Despite the use of a high fidelity (accurate replication 

of a desired template36) DNA polymerase, NZYlong, it introduced some errors when amplifying a 

complex template (genomic DNA). These mutations were corrected recurring to site-directed 

mutagenesis. Rapid and simple, this technique allowed correction of a specific mutation directly in the 

template plasmid incorporating the Ago3 construct. Two pairs of primers were designed, one pair for 

the correction of each mutation. Each pair of primers containing the corrected sequence was used to 

amplify by PCR the entire plasmid using Phusion DNA polymerase. The PCR products were treated 

with DpnI, which cleaves methylated DNA destroying the original template, and the corrected 

construct was directly transformed into bacteria.37 Figure 3.6 schematizes this process. 

 

Figure 3.6 | Site-directed mutagenesis scheme for correction of the plasmid containing Ago3 construct. Two 35 nt 
primers (green), with 17 nt flanking the mutation (red), anneal with the template plasmid containing the Ago3 
construct (blue) and amplify the entire plasmid (brown) in a PCR reaction correcting the template (green). 
Following treatment with DpnI, methylated DNA is cleaved, the original template destroyed and the corrected 
construct directly transformed into bacteria. 

The sequence of the pair of designed primers has 35 nt, 17 nt flanking the mutation to be 

corrected, to promote efficient annealing to the template. Since there were two specific mutations, they 
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were corrected one at the time. The final corrected construct was Sanger sequenced before being 

introduced into mouse ES cells expressing TIR1, in a previously generated cell line that will be 

discussed further ahead (section 3.3). 

3.2 Ago1 Construct 

 Ago1 construct design followed the same strategy used for Ago3 construct. The V5 and AID 

sequences were inserted after the ATG site, in frame with the following exons. Two HA of ca. 700 bp 

were designed to promote HDR upon Cas9 action. Two specific restriction sites were inserted for 

directional cloning and excision. A representation of the construct can be seen in Figure 3.7 a. 

Contrary to the Ago3 construct, one guide in the 1st exon of Ago1 was found close to the ATG site, 

with a PAM sequence that could be mutated and with a high score. Therefore, there was no need for 

an alternative strategy as in the case of Ago3 construct. The PAM mutation was done in the 5’HA 

region, by replacing GGG with GAG, unchanging Kozac consensus (Figure 3.7 b). This work was 

started by Patrícia Curto and finished by Evguenia Bekman (unpublished data). 

Ago1 construct was assembled by PCR ligation, following the same approach to design the 

primers and to assemble the final construct. Contrary to what happened to Ago3 construct, 

sequencing showed that there were no mutations in Ago1 the construct, so it was inserted in mouse 

ES cell line expressing the TIR1 straightaway.  

a 

 

b 

 
Figure 3.7 | Schematic representation of Ago1 construct and of the selected guide in the 1st intron of Ago1. 
a | Representation of Ago1 construct. The V5 and AID sequences are inserted in frame with the exons, following 
the ATG site. This region is flanked by two HA of about 700 bp to promote HDR upon Cas9 action. Two flanking 
restriction sites were also inserted to facilitate directional cloning and excision of the cassette. The * represents 
the mutated PAM. Total construct size is 1 714 bp. b | Guide selected in the 1st exon of Ago1 for insertion of Ago1 
construct through CRISPR/Cas9 system. The guide RNA sequence is in bold, the red is the PAM site, the 3 
represents where Cas9 cuts and the yellow sequence corresponds to 1st exon. The G was mutated to an adenine.  

3.3 OsTIR Cell Line 

As explained in section 1.2.1, in mammalian cells the AID system only works if the TIR1 is 

present, since TIR1 presence is required for recognition of the AID sequence in these cells. Therefore, 

it had to be previously introduced into mouse ES cells to generate a cell line expressing TIR1. There 

are many TIR orthologous, most of them temperature sensitive that do not work well at 37 ºC 23, which 

is the standard temperature for mammalian cell growth. To overcome this problem, Nishimura et al.23 

sought a thermostable TIR1 from plants that grow in warmer environment. The chosen orthologue was 

from Oryza sativa (rice) due to its functionality at a wide range of temperatures (24, 30 and 37ºC) it 

was chosen to be used with mammalian cells, namely mouse ES cells. 

ATG AID 1st Exon V5 5’HA*          5’HA* 3’HA         3’HA 
BamHI  HindIII 
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The cell line incorporating TIR1 from O.sativa, named OsTIR, was previously generated in the 

lab, hence the details inherent to its construction will be briefly addressed in the following section. Only 

after the generation of this cell line and its characterization, it was possible to create both cell lines 

with functional AID system for both Ago1 and Ago3. 

3.3.1 OsTIR Construct 

The OsTIR construct represented in Figure 3.8 was previously done in the lab by Joana 

Carmelo. It was inserted into the ROSA26 locus that is widely used for knockin lines, where insertions 

by homologous recombination in mouse ES cells into this locus frequently result in correct targeting 

events and stable expression of the inserted gene. ROSA26 is also a moderately expressed gene, 

which codifies a long non-coding RNA38, ensuring stable TIR1 expression in the cell. OsTIR construct 

has an antibiotic selection marker for both bacteria and mammalian cells flanked by loxP sites for the 

excision by Cre recombinase39.It also has two homology arms to promote HDR upon the action of the 

Cas9. 

 

Figure 3.8 | Schematic representation of the OsTIR construct. It has two HA of 800 bp flanking the OsTIR 
sequence for insertion into mouse ES cells through CRISPR/Cas9 system. There is also an antibiotic selection 
marker flanked by loxP sites. 

3.3.2 OsTIR Expression Levels 

OsTIR construct was transfected into mouse ES cells by electroporation, alongside the 

plasmid containing Cas9 and the selected guide. 24 clones were collected, their genomic DNA 

extracted and they were genotyped for OsTIR insertion into the ROSA26 locus. This work was 

previously done in the lab by Evguenia Bekman. The WT ROSA26 allele was sequenced in 11 

heterozygous clones. From those clones, four had 2 nt deletions and one had 1 nt deletion, which 

made them good candidates for the creation of both Ago1 and Ago3 cells lines. The remaining clones 

were discard due to the existence of major deletions. Subsequently, the selection of the clones was 

based on the expression levels of TIR1 in the selected five clones, analysed by reverse transcription 

(RT)-PCR, which measures gene expression qualitatively. In this technique, RNA is extracted and 

reverse transcribed into cDNA and then amplified in a regular PCR reaction. 

RT-PCR of clones 2, 6, 8, 13 and 18, represented in Figure 3.9, showed that all of them 

express TIR1. Comparing with GAPDH expression levels, clone 6 was selected for insertion of Ago1 

and Ago3 constructs due to its higher expression of TIR1. This clone has a 2 nt deletion. Clone 8 also 

shown a good ratio between OsTIR1 and GAPDH expression, and considering it has a 1 nt deletion, it 

was selected for insertion of the constructs as well. As the two OsTIR clones express different levels 

of TIR1, it would be interesting to see its influence in the AID system. This could help understand if 

lower expression of TIR1 would compromise depletion efficiency, if it is independent from the levels of 

TIR1 in the cells or conditioned only by the presence of tagged proteins. 

R26 5’HA CMV OsTIR1-9Myc  PolyA1 PGK Pr Kan/NeoR PolyA2  R26 3’HA LoxP LoxP 

KpnI XhoI BamHI XbaI HindIII NotI 

800 bp 2.3 kb 800 bp 2.4 kb 
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Figure 3.9 | RT-PCR for analysis of TIR1 expression in OsTIR clones. Comparing to GAPDH expression levels, 
all clones express TIR1. Clone 6 showed the highest expression level and clone 8, despite its lower expression 
levels, also has a good ratio between TIR1 and GAPDH expression levels.  

3.4 Generation of Ago1 and Ago3 Cell Lines 

After characterization and selection of the OsTIR clones and cloning of Ago1 and Ago3 

constructs, the cell lines with modified Argonaute loci could be generated by Neon® transfection of the 

constructs into the OsTIR cell line. OsTIR clones 6 and 8, henceforth addressed as OsTIR 6 and 

OsTIR 8, were transfected with the construct together with the plasmid containing Cas9 and the 

selected guide RNA for each Argonaute, to promote HDR after the DSB induced by the Cas9. After 

transfection, the clones were transiently selected with puromycin, the selection marker incorporated 

into the plasmid containing Cas9 and the guide. 

Transfected clones were screened following specific criteria. The most important characteristic 

was homozygosity, meaning that the knockin (KI) happened in both of the alleles. Homozygous clones 

are required for efficient protein depletion, so every Argonaute protein in the cell should be tagged with 

the AID sequence, recognized by the TIR1 and degraded by the proteasome. Besides, the construct 

must be correctly inserted. The clones obtained by Neon® transfection were genotyped based on 

these features. Since the constructs were different, Ago3 construct skipped the 1st intron, the strategy 

for clone screening was slightly different but followed the same principles stated. Selection and 

characterization of the clones obtained will be explained in the following sections for both Ago1 and 

Ago3 cell lines. 

3.4.1 A1V5AID Cell Line Genotyping Strategy 

Transfection of Ago1 construct into OsTIR 6 generated clonal cell lines named A1V5AID. As 

mentioned before, clone screening was based on two characteristics: homozygosity and correct 

insertion of the construct. 

Clones were genotyped through four different PCRs. To verify if a clone was homozygous or 

heterozygous, two primers inside both HA region were selected (Figure 3.10. a). These primers 

amplify two different PCR products, one corresponding to the KI allele (664 bp) and the other to the 

WT allele (494 bp). This reaction allows to distinguish between homozygous KI clones, when there is 

only one PCR product corresponding to the KI allele, heterozygous when there are present two 

different PCR products, or negative if only the PCR product of the WT allele is amplified. Construct 

insertion was verified as well, as represented in Figure 3.10. b. PCR ligation primers for construct 
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assembly were used to amplify a PCR fragment with the size of the construct (1 714 bp). Construct 

orientation was also tested with two primers in the neighbouring region outside of both HAs, both 

paired with a primer incorporating part of the V5 sequence. This way, only the clones with the correctly 

inserted construct would amplify a PCR product with 965 bp for the 5’HA, and with 1 140 bp for the 

3’HA (Figure 3.10 c). To simplify further discussion, PCRs a, b and c in Figure 3.10 will be addressed 

as KI vs. WT PCR, construct PCR and orientation PCR, respectively. All primer sequences can be 

found in the Appendix. 

a 

 

 

b 

 

 

c 

 

 

Figure 3.10 | PCR strategy for A1V5AID cell line genotyping. a | KI vs. WT PCR. Reaction for classification of the 
clones into homozygotes (two KI PCR products), heterozygotes (two different PCR products) or negatives (two 
WT PCR products). The primers used were localized in the 5’HA and 3’HA region. b | Construct PCR. 
Confirmation of construct insertion with its amplification by the flanking primers used in PCR ligation (1 714 bp. 
PCR product) c | Orientation PCR. Verification of the correct insertion of the 5’HA with the pair of primers in brown 
(965 bp PCR product) and of the 3’HA with the pair of primers in yellow (1 140 bp PCR product). 

3.4.2 Genotyping of A1V5AID Clones 

Neon® transfection of Ago1 construct into OsTIR 6 generated 69 A1V5AID clones, from which 

3 did not grow, leaving a total of 66 clones to genotype. Due to cell culture heterogeneity, clone 

screening was performed in batches, since different clones grew at varying speed.  

First genomic DNA extracts were primarily screened for Ago1 construct insertion (Figure 

3.11 a). Clones number 1, 3, 5, 8, 10 and 13 to 20 were positive, showing the PCR product 

corresponding to the construct. Even though the resolution of the agarose gel was not ideal and the 

results were not completely clear, this initial screening permitted exclusion of clones did not 

incorporated the construct, as clone 4, for example. The clones matching all required specificities 

needed further confirmation.  

KI band size: 664 bp  
WT band size: 494 bp   
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The 13 selected clones were classified as heterozygous or homozygous. Figure 3.11 b shows 

that clones 1, 13, 16 and 18 are heterozygous, since they amplify PCR products corresponding to the 

KI and WT allele with similar intensities. No homozygous clones were observed. All clones should 

have been at least heterozygous since the construct was amplified in the previous PCR. Surmising 

they could have mutations caused by NHEJ events, they could have indels in the region homologous 

to the primer sequence. This would compromise amplification and lead to lower concentration of the 

PCR product, explaining the existence of a PCR product with lower intensity. Observations of fainter 

bands due to primer mismatches40 and of HDR events that still created additional random mutations in 

the flanking regions of the insertion41 support this possibility. 

The last PCR performed on this set of clones was the orientation PCR. As seen in Figure 

3.11 c, none of the clones amplified simultaneously the correct PCR products in each reaction, a PCR 

product of 965 bp for the 5’ end, and a 1 140 bp PCR product for the 3’ end. Therefore, none of these 

clones had the correctly inserted construct. 

Genotyping of the first set of A1V5AID clones suggests that screening the clones by 

classifying them first as homozygous or heterozygous would be faster and more efficient than by the 

amplification of the whole construct. NHEJ following Cas9 action could have generated indels that 

may interfere with the annealing of the forward primer of KI vs. WT PCR. This primer is closer to the 

PAM cut site, so its homology could have been compromised, since there are previous reports of 

indels varying from 1 bp to 1 kbp42. Also, screening the clones first with the KI vs. WT PCR could help 

to exclude undesired clones that despite having the construct have indels in it as well. 

Genomic DNA was extracted from the second set of A1V5AID clones so they could be 

genotyped. Their KI vs. WT PCR results in Figure 3.12 showed that from the 29 clones, 22 were 

heterozygotes, presenting the two expected PCR products (grey and black boxes). Two of them have 

a stronger PCR product corresponding to the KI allele, clones 9 and 55 (black boxes). Considering 

that a mutation in the WT allele could knock it out, leading to expression of only the KI allele, these 

were promising clones. This way, if the KI was successful, only the construct would be expressed.  

Next, the heterozygous clones were submitted to orientation PCR, as can be observed in 

Figure 3.13 a (5’HA) and b (3’HA). Clones 51, 53, 9, 45, 46, 55, 60, 61, 62 and 67 seem to have the 

construct correctly inserted at both 5’ and 3 end, presenting the expected PCR products. The results 

were not completely clear due to, once again, the resolution of the agarose gel. It is possible to 

observe that the PCR fragments did not migrate the same way as the 1 kb Plus DNA ladder. It could 

have been caused by a higher concentration of salt in the DNA samples43 or in the buffer (due to a 

wrong dilution) that could have delayed the migration of the bands. Considering this, the selected 

clones were potentially correct, but further confirmation was required. 

Orientation PCR for the 3’HA was repeated for clones 9 and 55. Two clones displayed the 

correct PCR product before, clone 16 (Figure 3.11 c) and 30 (Figure 3.13 b) were used as controls. 

The results in Figure 3.13 c show the existence of the expected PCR product size for the corrected 

position of the 3’HA (1 140 bp) in the four clones. 
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Figure 3.11 | Genotyping of A1V5AID clones. a | Construct PCR. The selected clones (in black) were positive for 
the construct (1 714 bp). Plasmid DNA incorporating the construct was used as control. b | KI vs. WT PCR. No 
homozygote clones were present and the highlighted clones were heterozygous. c | Orientation PCR. Results for 
the 5’HA in the first five lanes, and for the 3’HA in remaining lanes. None of the clones were positive for both HA 
simultaneously (965 bp at 5’ end and 1 140 bp at 3’ end). Clone 16 yielded a correct size PCR product for 3’end 
of the construct and failed to amplify the 965 bp PCR product for the 5’end. Clone 13 shows the inverse situation. 
The A1V528 control at the 3’ end was done with a different forward primer, Ago13HARv, yielding a DNA fragment 
of 888 bp (to test primer V5Fw efficiency on genomic DNA). 
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Figure 3.12 | Genotyping of A1V5AID clones, KI vs. WT PCR. From the 29 genotyped clones, 22 were classified 
as heterozygous (black and grey), with clones 9 and 55 (black) with a stronger PCR product corresponding to the 
KI allele. They could be of interest supposing WT allele has a mutation that knocks it out and the other allele has 
the correct KI. 
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Figure 3.13 | Genotyping of A1V5AID clones. a | Orientation PCR for the 5’HA. Clones with the correct band size, 
(965 bp) are marked in black. b | Orientation PCR for 3’ end. Clones with the correct band size (1 140 bp) are 
marked in black. Clones 51, 53, 9, 45, 46, 55, 60, 61, 62 and 67 were positive for both PCRs, so they had the 
construct inserted in the right orientation. c | Confirmation of the orientation PCR at 3’ end for clones 9 and 55. 
Clones 16 and 30 were used as control since they already proven to have positive results in this reaction.  
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To fully characterize clones 9 and 55, WT and KI allele PCR products needed to be 

sequenced at the site of the insertion. This would confirm if the construct was correctly inserted 

without formation of indels and allow evaluation of the state of the WT allele. Despite the efforts made 

for PCR amplification of both bands for these two clones, DNA concentration was not enough for 

either excision and purification or efficient transformation into bacteria. Only clone 55 PCR product 

corresponding to the KI was sequenced. Sanger sequencing revealed a deletion of 12 nt just before 

the PAM cut site (Figure 3.14), which could have happen after insertion of the construct. Even with the 

mutated PAM, Cas9 could have cut a second time, NHEJ took place and the construct was damaged. 

It has been reported that in some cases all heterozygous clones obtained with S. pyogenes Cas9 

have indels in both targeted and untargeted alleles caused by NHEJ42. 

 
Figure 3.14 | Sanger sequencing results for clone 55 KI PCR product. Cas9 should have made a second cut (top 
arrow) in the construct recognising mutated PAM. NHEJ followed, creating the 12 nt deletion in the sequence. 
The guide sequence is represented in bold, the PAM site in red with mutated nucleotide A preceding the ATG site 
in yellow. 

The last and final set of A1V5AID clones was genotyped by KI vs. WT PCR. Figure 3.15 a 

show that from the 13 clones genotyped, 7 were heterozygotes (two expected PCR products) and 2 

were homozygotes (one PCR product of 664 bp). Homozygous clones are needed for achievement of 

efficient depletion of Argonautes, as explained before. The two homozygous clones, 31 and 64, 

classified as potential candidates for application of the AID system for Ago1. 

 A1V5AID clones 31 and 64 were genotyped by orientation PCR (Figure 3.15 b), but results 

were not clear due to the poor resolution of the agarose gel. The positive control was the plasmid DNA 

construct and because of it, a different primer had to be used for the 5’HA, Ago15HAFw instead of 

Ago15HAOutFw, yielding a DNA fragment of 810 bp. The same applied for the 3’HA, primer 

Ago13HARv was used instead of Ago13HAOutRv, creating a DNA fragment of 958 bp. Taking this into 

account, a smaller PCR product was expected for the controls, contrasting with the larger PCR 

product expected for the 5’HA with 965 bp, and for the 3’HA with 1 140 bp. Neither of the PCR 

products seems to have the expected size comparing to the size of bands of 1 kb Plus ladder, but by 

comparing the sizes of PCR products of the clones with the controls there is a possibility of them being 

of a correct size. Further confirmation is required. 

Construct PCR results in Figure 3.15 c for A1V5AID clones 31 and 64 were ambiguous 

likewise, once again due to the poor resolution of the agarose gel. The clones appear to have only one 

PCR product about the expected size, 1 714 bp, with exception of clone 31 that appears to have two 

different PCR products with slightly different sizes. Even so, it is safe to assume that clone 31 might 

have a major deletion because the difference between the band sizes is evident comparing with 

clones 41 and 64. 

After the initial screening of the clones, key PCR reactions were either repeated or 

redesigned. First a new PCR for the distinction of the KI and WT allele was designed, as schematized 

in Figure 3.16 a. The forward primer is localized outside the 5’HA and the reverse at the end of the 

1st Exon, generating two different PCR fragments in accordance with the allele present, 1 121 bp and 
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940 bp for KI and WT allele, respectively. This reaction permitted a different approach that would 

confirm the results obtained before. 

The new PCR for amplification of KI and WT allele in the A1V5AID clones was done with 

clones 9 and 55, since they were the first to show a stronger PCR product corresponding to the KI 

allele, clones 31 and 64 (homozygous), and with heterozygous clones 40 to 44 and 47. The last six 

heterozygous clones showed a good signal for the V5 tag with an anti-V5 antibody by 

immunofluorescence (data not shown, work performed by Evguenia Bekman). For this same reason, 

they were selected as well. OsTIR 6 was also included as positive control since the construct was 

inserted into this cell line. Figure 3.16 b shows the results for the new KI vs. WT PCR. Only clone 64 

had the PCR product corresponding to the KI allele (1 121 bp). This result was contrary to what was 

expected, since all clones were previously classified as either homozygous or heterozygous, which 

means they all should amplify a PCR product of 1 121 bp. Clones 9 and 31 results remained in doubt 

since the reaction was inconclusive. 

a 

 
b 

 

c 

 
Figure 3.15 | Genotyping of A1V5AID clones. a | KI vs. WT PCR. From the 13 clones genotyped, 7 were 
heterozygous (grey) and 2 homozygous (black), clones 31 and 64. b | Orientation PCR for the two homozygote 
clones. Despite the conditions of the agarose gel, 3’end insertion appears to be correct but for the 5’end it is not 
clear, requiring a further confirmation. Positive controls have a different primer since they are made on plasmid 
DNA, for 5’end Ago15HAFw instead of Ago15HAOutFw, and Ago13HARv instead of Ago13HAOut for 3’end, 
creating fragments of 810 bp and 958 bp, respectively. c | Construct PCR for the homozygous clones 31 and 61, 
and heterozygous clone 41.  
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Figure 3.16 | Genotyping of A1V5AID clones. a | New KI vs. WT PCR. Forward primer is localized outside the 
5’HA and reverse primer at the end of Ago1 1st Exon. DNA fragments of 1 121 bp correspond to amplification of 
the KI allele, and of 940 bp to amplification of WT allele. b | Results of the PCR described in a. Only clone 64 
presented the expected result and clone 31 remains under question due to reaction failure. For the remaining 
clones, only WT allele was amplified. c | Orientation PCR for the 5’HA. Once again, clone 31 reaction failed and it 
remains unclassified, but clones 9, 55 and 64 showed the expected result, meaning the correct size of the 5’HA.  

KI band size: 1 121 bp  
 WT band size: 940 bp   
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The orientation PCR for the 5’ end was repeated for the above mentioned clones as well. In 

Figure 3.16 c can be seen three positive clones, 9, 55 and 64, in agreement with previous results. 

Clone 55 result was expected not only considering preceding PCRs but also due the Sanger 

sequencing results. Although clone 55 has the construct correctly inserted, it has a deletion of 12 nt in 

the KI allele (Figure 3.14), discarding it as a candidate for application of the AID system. For the same 

reason, sequencing of clones 31 and 64 is required for corroboration of the construct insertion and the 

absence of the indels, since such small deletions cannot be detected by PCR. Attempts to clone KI 

PCR products from clones 31 and 64 failed, because DNA concentration was not sufficient for 

excision and purification of the DNA fragments and their subsequent transformation into bacteria. 

Summing up, from the 66 clones genotyped by this PCR strategy, two were classified as 

homozygous with probability of having the correct construct, clones 31 and 64. Sequencing is required 

for both of them. Considering PCR results, two heterozygous clones, 9 and 55, could satisfy the 

desired conditions if the WT allele was not functional. Clone 9 requires further confirmation by PCR 

and clone 55 was discarded due the Sanger sequencing results. Genotyping through PCR narrowed 

considerably the number of the clones that need to be sequenced, speeding up the process. Even so, 

sequencing of the chosen clones (31 and 64) is important and cannot be disregarded due to the 

possibility of the indels introduced upon Cas9 action. 

3.4.3 Ago1 Expression in A1V5AID Clones 

Correct construct insertion implies that Ago1 gene incorporating the V5 tag and the AID 

sequences should be normally expressed. Thence, gene expression of Ago1 was tested by RT-PCR 

in A1V5AID clones. Reaction was designed with a forward primer in the cDNA 5’UTR and a reverse 

primer at the end of the 1st exon (Figure 3.17 a). Two bands could be observed, if WT Ago1 was 

expressed a PCR product of 93 bp would be amplified, and if the Ago1 corresponding to the KI is 

expressed, the expected PCR product would have 276 bp.  

RT-PCR results in Figure 3.17 b show that clones 31 and 64 express Ago1 corresponding to 

the KI, since they only display the 276 bp PCR product. This was expected considering these clones 

were previously classified as homozygous. Clone 55 expressed Ago1 corresponding to the KI, but it 

was already discarded due to Sanger sequencing results. Clone 9 reaction failed, but it had already 

shown positive for orientation PCR (Figure 3.13 c and Figure 3.16 c) and if clone 31 and 64 proven to 

be unfit, the failed PCR reactions could be repeated for clone 9, for further clarification. 

3.4.4 A1V5AID Clones 

From the 66 A1V5AID clones genotyped by PCR, two were selected as homozygous (clones 

31 and 64), and two as heterozygous (clones 9 and 55). Clone 55 was already discarded due to the 

Sanger sequencing results, but the clones 31 and 64 still need to be sequenced to verify if the Cas9 

acted on the construct. 

Considering the worst case scenario, in which all the 3 remaining clones have indels, 

transfection could be repeated, selecting a higher number of clones, so the chances of having a 

correct clone would be higher. The quantity of the construct should be increased, since there is a 
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competition between HDR and NHEJ that could be shifted in favour of HDR by increasing the 

concentration of the construct.32  

The guide selected in the 1st exon of Ago1 can be considered to have high cleavage 

efficiency, since Cas9 still made a second cut after insertion of the construct, even though the PAM 

sequence was mutated. Other possibility to be considered would be the addition of a point mutation in 

the guide sequence44, besides the mutation on the PAM sequence. However, this would not the best 

possibility for this guide, as it is located in the 5’UTR of Ago1 gene, where sequence changes could 

easily compromise gene expression. 

a 

 

 
b 

 
Figure 3.17 | RT-PCR for A1V5AID clones. a | Primers for amplification of Ago1 cDNA expressed from the KI 
allele (276 bp) or WT allele (93 bp). b | Results of RT-PCR for Ago1 expression in the A1V5AID clones. Clones 31 
and 64 only presented the PCR product corresponding to KI, which was expected due their classification as 
homozygous.  

3.4.5 A3V5AID Cell Line Genotyping Strategy 

A3V5AID cell line was generated by transfection of the Ago3 construct with the plasmid 

containing the Cas9 and the chosen guide RNA into OsTIR cell line, to promote HDR after the DSB 

induced by the Cas9. After transient selection with puromycin the collected clones had to be screened, 

requiring a genotyping strategy. Similar to A1V5AID cell line, the goal was to obtain homozygous 

clones so future protein depletion with the AID system could be achieved. 

As a result of the deletion of the 1st intron in Ago3 construct, the genotyping strategy for 

A3V5AID clones was slightly different from A1V5AID clones strategy. Considering that the 1st intron of 

Ago3 has around 12 kb, the homozygous clones were detected indirectly, detecting clones with the 

KI band size: 276 bp  
 WT band size: 93 bp   
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WT allele present, which would be heterozygous or negative clones. This was achieved as 

schematized in Figure 3.18 a, with the selection of the forward primer in the beginning of the construct 

sequence and a reverse primer inside the 1st intron. If WT allele was present, a PCR product of 

1 889 bp would be observed, indicating that the clone could be either heterozygous or had no insertion 

at all. On the contrary, the absence of PCR products could indicate, besides a failed reaction, that KI 

occurred in both alleles because the 1st intron was not present, therefore no product could be 

amplified. 

Correct insertion of the construct was tested as schematized in Figure 3.18 b, with the use of 

flanking primers from PCR ligation for construct synthesis (PCR product of 1 747 bp). Orientation of 

the insertion was also tested, as represented in Figure 3.18 c. The 5’HA insertion was tested with a 

forward primer outside the 5’HA region and a reverse primer in the V5 tag sequence (948 bp PCR 

product). As for the 3’ end, the forward primer was complementary to the sequence of the V5 tag and 

the reverse to a region outside the 3’HA (1 227 bp PCR product). For simplification, reactions a, b, c in 

Figure 3.18 will be addressed from here as KI vs. WT PCR, construct PCR and orientation PCR. All 

primer sequences are present in the Appendix. 

a 

 
b 

 
 

c 

 
Figure 3.18 | PCR strategy for A3V5AID cell line genotyping. a | KI vs. WT PCR. Reaction to classify clones as 
heterozygotes or negatives, if they show the PCR product corresponding to the WT allele. There is no expected 
PCR product for homozygous clones (indirect classification). b | Construct PCR. Confirmation of construct 
insertion with its amplification by the flanking primers used in PCR ligation (1 747 bp PCR product). c | Orientation 
PCR. Verification of the correct insertion of the 5’HA with the pair of primers in brown (948 bp PCR product) and 
of the 3’HA with the pair of primers in yellow (1 227 bp PCR product). 

3.4.6 Genotyping of A3V5AID Clones 

Neon® transfection of the Ago3 construct into OsTIR 6 and OsTIR 8 yielded 21 and 18 clones 

for each cell line. Clones were genotyped by the PCRs described in the previous section. As 

mentioned in section 3.3.2, it would be interesting to see the influence of OsTIR expression in the AID 
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system, its dependence from TIR1 expression, therefore the first Neon® transfection was done in both 

OsTIR clones. 

First set of clones was genotyped with construct PCR. Results in Figure 3.19 a and b show 

that only clones 6.2, 6.3, 8.7 and 8.8 were positive. Clone 6.2 appeared to have a truncated insertion, 

possibly behaving as a homozygous clone if the WT allele was damaged and the KI allele had the 

correct insertion. The four positive clones were then submitted to KI vs. WT PCR, as seen in Figure 

3.19 c. They all showed a PCR product of 1 189 bp, which, after crossing with the information on the 

construct PCR, classifies them as heterozygous. 

These results show that the transfection efficiency was low. Only 2 in 21 clones transfected 

into OsTIR 6, and 2 in 18 clones transfected into OsTIR 8 had the construct inserted. None of them 

was homozygous. Taking into consideration the size of the 1st intron of Ago3 (ca. 12 kbp), HDR could 

be spatially conditioned. And, considering that only one guide was used to induce the DSB, the intron 

was not excised. To overcome this problem, a new transfection was carried out with a second guide in 

the 1st exon of Ago3, guide 38.1 (Figure 3.2), to remove the 1st intron and to improve the HDR 

efficiency. This time, Ago3 construct was only transfected into OsTIR 6. Considering the low number 

of clones obtained in the first transfection incorporating the construct, it would be preferable to invest 

in a higher number of clones in only one OsTIR cell line, increasing the chances to find a homozygous 

clone. 

New Neon® transfection of Ago3 construct with the two guides, in the 1st and 2nd exons, into 

the OsTIR6 cell line yielded 60 A3V5AID clones. Excluding one that did not grow, a total of 59 clones 

were genotyped. To speed up the genotyping process, there was an initial screening by 

immunofluorescence with an anti-V5 antibody to select clones incorporating the construct (data not 

shown, work performed by Evguenia Bekman). In this way only clones expressing the construct were 

genotyped by PCR. As the number of isolated clones increased, and also due to their growth at 

different speed, genotyping was performed in batches as it was for A1V5AID clones. 

From the first set of 47 A3V5AID clones, 8 were selected by immunofluorescence. Their 

genomic was DNA extracted and genotyped first with KI vs. WT PCR. PCR results in Figure 3.20 a 

show that clones 11, 46 and 51 could be homozygous due to their lack of the PCR product, and the 

others were, by exclusion, heterozygous.  

Construct and orientation PCR were done for clones 11, 46 and 51, obtaining the results 

presented in Figure 3.20 b. For orientation PCR, the DNA used as control was the construct plasmid 

DNA. For this control, the forward primer Ago35HAOutFw was replaced by Ago35HAFw for the 5’HA, 

generating PCR product of 741 bp. For the 3’HA, Ago33HAOutRv was replaced by Ago33HARv, 

generating a PCR product of 1 020 bp. Agarose gel resolution compromised the obtained results, but 

still some assumptions could be drawn regarding these PCRs. For construct PCR, comparing PCR 

products for clone 46 with the product for the control DNA, this clone appears to have the expected 

PCR product size. Clones 11 and 51 PCR products were not of the expected size. For the orientation 

PCR, the expected PCR product was not amplified for the 5’HA for all three clones, since it had a 

lower size then the PCR product obtained for the control DNA. Results for the 3’HA were inconclusive. 
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Figure 3.19 | Genotyping of A3V5AID clones. a | Construct PCR for A3V5AID 6 and 8 clones, depending which 
OsTIR cell line transfection took place. Only clones 6.2, 6.3, 8.7 and 8.8 had the construct inserted. b | Construct 
PCR for the remaining A3V5AID clones, none were positive. c | KI vs, WT PCR. The 4 positive clones showed 
PCR product of 1 189 bp, meaning that they were heterozygous. 

Last 12 A3V5AID clones were screened by immunofluorescence, 5 were selected, having 

their genomic DNA extracted for genotyping. Results for KI vs. WT PCR in Figure 3.21 show the 

expected PCR product (1 189 bp) was amplified for all clones, with exception of clone 37 that has the 
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wrong PCR product size. Clone 1 and 2 appear to have another PCR product of unexpected size, 

meaning that neither of their alleles could have the correct construct. Clones 43 and 44 were classified 

as heterozygous. None of the 5 clones could be homozygous, since they all still have the 1st intron. 

In order to corroborate the results previously obtained for A3V5AID clones, analogous to Ago1 

genotyping, the 13 A3V5AID clones selected by the immunofluorescence were submitted to a new KI 

vs. WT PCR. In this new PCR, the forward primer was chosen outside the 5’HA and the reverse 

primer at the end of the 1st exon of Ago3. Two distinct PCR products are generated, one of 1 120 bp 

corresponding to the KI allele and the other of 939 bp corresponding to the WT allele, schematized in 

Figure 3.22 a.  

a 

 
b 

 
Figure 3.20 | Genotyping of A3V5AID clones. a | KI vs. WT PCR. 8 from 47 clones were genotyped after 
screening by immunofluorescence. Clones 11, 46 and 51 were classified as homozygous as they did not 
presented the expected PCR product (1 189 bp). b | Construct and orientation PCR of clones 11, 31 and 51. PCR 
product had the correct size only for clone 46. In orientation PCR, positive control reactions were made with 
different primers, Ago3HAFw instead of Ago35HAOutFw for 5’HA (741 bp) and Ago35HARv instead of 
Ago33HAOutRv for 3’HA (1 020 bp). Comparing with the positive controls, the expected PCR product was not 
observed in any of the clones for the 5’HA. Results for the 3’HA were inconclusive. 
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Figure 3.21 | Genotyping of A3V5AID clones. KI vs. WT for the last 5 clones screened by immunofluorescence 
with an anti-V5 antibody. None of the clones could be homozygous, since they all amplified a DNA fragment, 
contrary to what would happen if they were homozygous (no PCR product). Clones 1 and 2 presented an 
additional PCR product, meaning they could not have the correct construct. Clones 43 and 44 could be 
heterozygous. Clone 37 has the wrong PCR product size. 

Surprisingly, results shown in Figure 3.22 b for the new KI vs. WT PCR for the 13 A3V5AID 

clones were positive only for clone 24, without any other clone showing the PCR product 

corresponding to the KI. The reverse primer overlapped with the sequence of the guide in the 1st exon, 

used to excise the 1st intron (guide 38.1, Figure 3.2) in combined action with the guide from the 2nd 

exon. Regarding this guide in the 1st exon, neither the PAM site was mutated nor the guide sequence 

was damaged after insertion of the construct (only the first two nucleotides were mismatched due the 

insertion of V5 and AID sequences). Then it could have lead Cas9 to induce a new DSB after insertion 

of the construct32. The repair of DSB by NHEJ would induce indels in that region, precluding the 

reverse primer hybridization. NHEJ can create a wide range of indels, including deletions clustered 

between 0 and 10 bp 45. If this happened, the hybridization site for the reverse primer would be 

compromised and so would be the construct. This supposition is supported by the presence of 

deletion in A1V5AID clone 55 that was previously analysed and discussed. 

The orientation PCR for the 5’HA was repeated for the 13 A3V5AID clones. Equally to KI vs. 

WT PCR, only clone 24 was positive, showing the expected PCR product of 946 bp (Figure 3.22 c). 

Since the reverse primer was homologous to the V5 sequence, it would be expectable that all clones 

would present a specific band, even if not the expected size, due to the previous selection by 

immunofluorescence with an anti-V5 antibody. Contrary to what was expected, no specific band was 

observed. One explanation could be the lack of specificity of anti-V5 antibody used for the screening 

that may have mislead the selection of clones. The only way to be certain of what really happened 

would be by sequencing this insertion site in the clones. 
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b 

 
c 

 

Figure 3.22 | Genotyping of A3V5AID clones. a | New KI vs. WT PCR. The forward primer is localized outside the 
5’HA and the reverse primer at the end of the 1st exon of Ago3. Two different PCR products were expected, one 
corresponding to the KI allele (1 120 bp) and the other to the WT allele (939 bp). b | New KI vs. WT PCR results. 
From the 13 A3V5AID clones, only clone 24 showed the expected PCR product for the KI, being also positive for 
the WT allele. Clone 24 is, for these reasons, heterozygous. The other clones were all negative, none of them 
showing the PCR product expected for the KI. c | Orientation PCR for the 5’ HA of the 13 selected clones. As in 
the new KI vs. WT PCR, only clone 24 was positive, showing the expected PCR product. 

To fully characterize all A3V5AID clones, new KI vs. WT PCR and the orientation PCR for the 

5’HA were repeated for the clones 6.2, 6.3, 8.7 and 8.7, to confirm their previous classification as 

heterozygous clones. Using clone 24 as a positive control, results in Figure 3.23 show that none of the 

KI band size: 1 120 bp  
 WT band size: 939 bp   

Ago35HAOutFw 

ATG AID 1st Exon 2nd Exon* V5 5’HA             5’HA 3’HA             3’HA 

Ago3exon1Rv 
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four clones were positive for either of the reactions. Amplification of the correct PCR product 

happened for clone 24, but for none of the other clones. This result was not unexpected, since the 

guide in the 2nd exon alone would not excise 1st intron of Ago3 that, due to its size, could hinder the 

HDR efficiency. In conclusion, there were no homozygous clones and only one heterozygous among 

all genotyped A3V5AID clones. 

 

Figure 3.23 | Genotyping of A3V5AID clones. New KI vs. WT PCR and orientation PCR for the 5’HA for the first 
A3V5AID clones 6.2, 6.3, 8.7 and 8.8. Clone 24 was used as a positive control. In both reactions, none of the 
expected PCR products were amplified for any of the clones besides clone 24. The four clones were negatives. 

3.4.7 Ago3 Expression in A3V5AID Clones  

Ago3 expression level in A3V5AID clones was tested by RT-PCR, to ensure that Ago3 

expression was maintained after the construct insertion. The selected forward primer is homologous to 

the 5’UTR region, and the reverse primer to the middle of the 3rd exon. Since 1st and 2nd exon were 

already merged in the construct, to ensure that only cDNA was being amplified, the reverse primer 

was selected with homology to the 3rd exon. In these conditions, two bands were expected, one 

corresponding to the KI allele (533 bp) and the other to the WT allele (350 bp). This strategy is 

schematized in Figure 3.24 a. 

Results for the RT-PCR of the selected 13 A3V5AID clones shown in Figure 3.24 b were, in 

part, unanticipated. At least clone 24 was expected to have expression of Ago3 corresponding to the 

KI, due to its classification as heterozygous. Clone 24 did not show any of the expected DNA 

products, not expressing Ago3 at all. Possibly, both alleles have indels that compromised Ago3 

transcription. Clones 2, 11, 23, 37, 46, 51, and 55 did not express Ago3 as well, possibly being in the 

same conditions. Only clones 1, 36, 43, 44 and 56 express Ago3, and even so, clones 1, 36, 43 and 

44 may have indels due to the observed PCR products of unexpected size. This situation was not 
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completely unforeseen, taking into account the last PCR results for A3V5AID clones. Also, guide 38.1 

was used without altering its sequence in the construct or without mutating its PAM sequence, so 

there was a great possibility of Cas9 inducing a second DSB. Regarding these results, this guide 

appears to have a good efficiency due to the number of clones with indels, and was most certainly the 

main cause for the negative results.  

a 

 

 
b 

 
Figure 3.24 | RT-PCR of A3V5AID clones. None of clones expresses modified Ago3 corresponding to the KI, not 
even clone 24 that was classified as heterozygous. The high number of clones not expressing Ago3 could be due 
to major indels caused by a second cut made by the Cas9, promoted by the guide the 1st exon used with guide 
from the 2nd exon to excise the 1st intron of Ago3. 

3.4.8 A3V5AID Clones 

In sum, neither homozygous nor heterozygous clones were generated for A3V5AID cell line. 

Clone 24, despite being classified as heterozygous, did not express Ago3. In the absence of a 

homozygous clone, a heterozygous clone with indels in the WT allele that would inhibit its expression 

could be used for the AID system, if the KI allele had the correct construct. Or, in the possibility of the 

WT allele having the guide and PAM sequence still intact, a second transfection could promote 

insertion of the construct into de WT allele, creating a homozygous clone. 

Action of the Ago3 guide in the 2nd exon was unclear. First clones did not have the construct 

inserted, but it might have been due to the 1st intron not being properly excised. In the second attempt 

with the two guides, even if guide 38.1 promoted a second cut by the Cas9 in the construct, more 

clones with the KI allele were expected, even if showing indels. Sequencing of the clone 24 could give 

an insight of action of the Cas9 promoted by the guide in the 2nd exon. This clone was the only 

heterozygous clone, but did not express Ago3. This could be caused by indels generated by the action 

Cas9 with only one of the guides, or perhaps by combined action of both guides45. 

KI band size: 533 bp  
 WT band size: 350 bp   

Ago3g1.2s 

Ago3V5Rv 

ATG AID 1st Exon V5 2nd Exon 3rd 
Exon 
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A strategy to be considered next would be to attempt transfection with a different guide in the 

1st exon, such as guide 38.2 or 38.3 (Figure 3.2). Those guides have the disadvantage of being further 

away from the beginning of the exon, which can be a constraint for promotion of HR in HDR24. That 

was why they were not selected for the second transfection in the first place. HDR promotion might be 

problematic using guides 38.2 and 38.3 but once it happened, the guide site would completely 

disappear due the excision of the 1st intron, and they would not damage the construct after its 

insertion. A better alternative relies on the choice of other guides inside the 1st intron, surrounding the 

two exons, to excise it. These guides sequence would be disrupted upon insertion of the construct, 

protecting it from Cas9 action.  
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4. Final Remarks 

The main goal was to generate two distinct cell lines with modified Ago loci, to promote their 

(knockout) KO through the use of the AID system. Generation of these cell lines demanded the use of 

genome editing tools, namely the CRISPR/Cas9 system. A distinct construct was designed for each 

protein with the two sequences to be inserted, the V5 tag and the AID sequences. The constructs 

were transfected into OsTIR cell line, created to introduce the TIR1 into mouse ES cells. To achieve 

an efficient depletion of the Argonautes in the cells, the transfected clones had to be homozygous, so 

that only tagged Argonautes would be synthetized and could be degraded when auxin was added to 

the medium. Two distinct cell lines were generated, A1V5AID for Ago1 and A3V5AID for Ago3, both 

genotyped by PCR. 

Concerning A1V5AID clones, from the 69 transfected clones, 66 were genotyped and 4 were 

selected: 2 homozygous (clones 31 and 64) and 2 heterozygous (clones 9 and 55). A summary of 

their characteristics can be found in Table 4.1. Sequencing of the KI allele of the clone 55 revealed a 

12 nt deletion and this clone was discarded for that reason.  

A1V5AID clones 31 and 64 ought to be sequenced, to verify if they have indels. If their 

sequences are correct, a Western blot should be done as well, to confirm the presence of KI Ago1 

protein. Before observation of the effects of Ago1 depletion in mouse ES cells, the AID system must 

be tested in the clones by culturing them in the presence of auxin. After auxin addition, the Ago1 

protein levels should be tested by Western blot. If no Ago1 is detected, depletion did happen and the 

clone could be used for observation of the immediate effect of Ago1 depletion in the mouse ES cells. 

Table 4.1 | Summary of the state of the A1V5AID clones that were selected by genotyping: classification, Ago1 
expression and sequencing status/results. KI in Ago1 Expression means that the cells showed a RT-PCR product 
corresponding to Ago1 expression upon construct insertion. 

A1V5AID clones Classification Ago1 Expression Sequencing 
9 Heterozygous Failed reaction No data 

31 Homozygous KI No data 
55 Heterozygous KI 12 nt deletion 
64 Homozygous KI No data 

Regarding A3V5AID cell line, despite the two attempts to transfect the Ago3 construct into 

OsTIR clones, neither homozygous nor heterozygous clones were generated.  Only one heterozygous 

clone was obtained (clone 24) and since it did not expressed Ago3, it was discarded. A good approach 

to try and overcome the difficulties encountered for the generation of this cell line would be the 

analysis and the choice of two guides in the 1st intron so it could be excised. These guides would be 

disrupted upon insertion of the construct, so it would not be damaged.  

CRISPR/Cas9 is a powerful and easy tool for gene editing. Nevertheless, some of its 

disadvantages were faced in this work. It was difficult to choose adequate guides that would allow 

PAM sequence mutation without compromising the original template since, when HDR is desired, the 

selected guide should be the closest to the region to be edited24. These requirements may have 

compromised the process for generation of A3V5AID cell line.  
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For A1V5AID cell line, only 6% of the obtained clones had the construct correctly inserted, 

and NHEJ events were observed in at least one of them, while the others were yet to be analysed by 

Sanger sequencing. In order to overcome problems like these and to increase the numbers of 

correctly edited clones, some other alternatives have been developed. Reports of modified S. 

pyogenes Cas9 fused with Geminin-derived peptide increased the number of indel-free homozygous 

clones. This modified Cas9 facilitates nuclease degradation during G1 phase, where HR is absent, 

contrasting with NHEJ that occurs throughout the cell cycle.42 Another approach was developed to 

decrease the number of offtargets, relying on the conversion of the Cas9 into a nickase, which induces 

single-strand break (SSB) instead of DSB. SSBs cannot be repaired by NHEJ but they are available 

for HR, allowing precise editing. There is the drawback of SSB efficiency being an order of magnitude 

lower than DSB, which can be overcome by the use of a pair of nickases, each cleaving one of the 

DNA strands. This also overcomes the problem of offtargets, because SSBs have repair enzymes that 

efficiently and faithfully repair the SSB.34 These reports support the fact that despite being a powerful 

technique, CRISPR/Cas9 system is still new and open to improvements in its efficiency. 

The present work was a step closer to the final goal. If A1V5AID clones incorporated the 

construct correctly and show a fully functional AID system, the effects of immediate depletion of Ago1 

in the nucleus of mouse ES cells can be studied. This is a great advance, as most of the systems of 

protein KO are not as fast as the AID system and, by taking more time to achieve depletion, they give 

the cells possibility to adapt to the induced conditions. This strategy will provide insight upon 

mechanisms of RNA regulation in the stem cells, helping to characterize them, as there is still a lot to 

learn before mastering their full potential and harvesting their scientific and therapeutic uses. 
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6. Appendix 

6.1 Ago3 Construct Sequence 

Restriction site 

Exons 

V5 sequence 

AID sequence 

1st exon 

Primer sequences (underlined sequences) 

 

CTAAAGCTTGAACATCCCGTTTCTTGTTCATCCGTTTAAAAACTATATTGAACTTGTGGTCACCGCCTAGTGCA

CGTGCTCCAAGCGGGTGTGGCAGACGGAGCTGGGAGGGAGGATGCCCTTGGCTGGTCACCCGCCACTCTCAGGTA

GGATGTACCTCAGGTAAGCTCCGCGGGCAGGCAGCGATGTCGCCTCAAGCAGCGGTCCTCACCCGGGAGGCTGGC

ACGGGGAAAGCTGGCCTCTCGCTCGGGATTGTCGCCGTCAGGCACAGCGGGTGCAGGGCGACCGCCCATCCGCGG

CTCCGCCCCAGCCAGGCACCGGCTCACCCGCCCACAGATCCCCAGACCTTGTTGCTCCCGCAAGGCTCTGGCTCC

AGGCGAGCTGCCGACCCGGAGGGAGAGCGGGGCGGGATCCGGAGAGCGGAAGTGACGCGAGCGGGCTTCCGGGGG

CGACCGGGAAAAGCGAGCGGCTGCGGCGGCGGGGCGGCTGGCGGGTCGGGAAGCTGCACGCGTCAGCATCTGTGG

GCGACGCAAGTTCCGGACCTGGTTCCAGCGTCCTCACTCAGGACTGTCGCCGCTCTTACCTCGCTGCAGGCTGTC

TGTCTCTCCCGACTGTGCCTCTTGTGCCCGGAGCTTTCCGAGGGCGTCCGCTCCTCGCCTCTGTGGTGGCACCCT

TCTCTCGTGAAGCACTCCCCCCAGCTCCATGAATGGGTAAGCCTATCCCTAACCCTCTCCTCGGTCTCGATTCTA

CGCCTAAAGATCCAGCCAAACCTCCGGCCAAGGCACAAGTTGTGGGATGGCCACCGGTGAGATCATACCGGAAGA

ACGTGATGGTTTCCTGCCAAAAATCAAGCGGTGGCCCGGAGGCGGCGGCGTTCGTGAAGGTATCAATGGAAATCG

GCTCCGCAGGACCCATTGGAGCCCAGCCCCTATTCATCGTGCCCAGAAGACCTGGGTATGGCACTATGGGCAAAC

CCATTAAACTGTTGGCTAACTGTTTTCAAGTTGAAATCCCAAAGATTGATGTCTACCTCTATGAAGTTGACATCA

AACCAGACAAGTGTCCTCGAAGAGTGAACAGGTGAGAACCGTGGAGTTTAGCTGACTTTTGCTATTTGTATTTGC

CATAGTAAATTAGTGATGACTATCTTACATATTTAAATAACAATATCTTATAACACTTTGACCAGGAATACATGA

TAATTTGTTTTGAAATTTGTACTTAGTAGATGATAAGAAAAATCTTCAAATGCTCTTGAGATTATCTCACTATCA

ATGAACTTACATGTTATTCCTTTGGTAATAAATAAAGTTTAAGCATTGGGTGTGGTAGTGCATACCCCATTTGAG

AGGCAGAGGCAGGTGGATCTCTGAATTCAAGTCTAGCCAGAGCTACAGAGTGAGTCCAAGACAGCCAGGACTACA

CAGGGAAACCATGTCTTGAAGAGAGAGGTGGGCTGTGAGCAGGATGGAAAGTGAATTAATAAAATAAAAAGAATT

AATAAGAACAAGCAGACTTGTGAATATAGTCAAGGGAAGTCTAAAGTAAAAATATTTGGAAAAGACATAAAAATC

TGATTAAATTATAACATATATTATAATCATACAAATGTAATATGAGTATGTATGTATATTTATATATGCAATCGA

TTCTTTTTAAAAAGAATATATTTATTTTATGTATGAGTGCTCTATCTGCATGTACACCTGCATGCTAGAAAAGGG

CATCAAATCCAATTCTCGAGCCG 
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6.2 Ago1 Construct Sequence 

1st Exon 

V5 sequence 

AID sequence 

 
TATGGATCCGGCCAGAATAGGCAAGGTTTCTAACACA 

TTTGTGGTCTCAGCGCCAGGCACGCAGCCTGGAAGGGTGGGTGGCATTAATGAGATCAGC 

GACTAGGGACACAGAAAGACTGACTTAGCAGAGGCAGTCAAGACTTAAGGGTGAGGGTGA 

TTGGGAGAGGTGGGAGGCAGGGCCTTTGAGTGATTGGGTGTTGGAGGGGGAGAGGGTCGG 

GGAATGGGTGGGAGCCAGGCTCTGTGTTGATAGCGGGGCTGTGGATAGGTTTCCAGAGAT 

CTGTTTAGGGAAAAGACAGGGCCCCAGGCTGCAGCCGGGGAAGGGGTGTCGCCCAGCCCC 

TCCCCTCTTACGCCACTGCGCGGCTCCGCCACTGGAGCCCTCCCGCCAGGCTGCACGGCT 

ACGAGTGGCCGCCAGAGGCCGCTGCACGGTCCCCGCGCCCCCGCCCCTCTCCATTGGCCT 

TTGTTGCCGTCGAGCGCCCCGCTTGACTCGTTCCCGTCCGCCCCATGGGCCCATCGGTCG 

CGCCTGCGCACTGGCAGCTACTCGGGCGCTAGCAGGGGGAGCTGCTGCAGGCTCCGCGGC 

GGCGGCAACGGAGGCTGCGGGGGCGACAGCGCGAGCGGCCGGGCTTCGGGGGGGAGCCGA 

GCCCGGCCCGGGAGCCCGAGCAGTGCAAGTGCGAGGTACCTAGGCCCCTCACGCTGGACT 

CCTCAGTCTCCCGGCCGCCTGTCCTCCGCACGGGTATATGAGATGGGTAAGCCTATCCCT 

AACCCTCTCCTCGGTCTCGATTCTACGCCTAAAGATCCAGCCAAACCTCCGGCCAAGGCA 

CAAGTTGTGGGATGGCCACCGGTGAGATCATACCGGAAGAACGTGATGGTTTCCTGCCAA 

AAATCAAGCGGTGGCCCGGAGGCGGCGGCGTTCGTGAAGGTATCAATGGAAGCGGGACCC 

TCGGGAGCAGGTAAGGGCCCTCGGGGACTGGGAGCAGTGTGTATTCCAAAGCCCTATAGG 

CTCTCGCGGCATAGAGCATGGTTGCAGAGTGAGGAGAGGGGCTCTCAGGGGATGGGGGGC 

CCATTTTGAAGGGGGTTGTATGCAGTTCCGGCTGAGAACCATGTGAAGATCTGAGACCCG 

GGCTGTTTGTCCTAGGAAGCAGTATACTGTCCCGAGGGTGAGAAGTAACCTGGGAGAAGG 

GCCTGAATGCACGGTGTCCTTCCGTGAGGTCTGGGGAGGCCTATGGGGAGGCCCGGCAGG 

TGGCAGGGGGGCGGGCTCCAGGTGTCCTGGAGAGGAGGGGGGCGACACAGATGGGCCTGG 

AACTACCGCCTGTCGGGGGGCGGGGGCTCGGCCGTGCTGGGCTGGGCTAAGCTAATGTCT 

CTGGGGAGTAGGCGCCGGGGCTGGCCTCTGAGCTCCGCCCAGCTGGGCCTGAAGCGGGGG 

TGAGGGTCAGGGGGCGGTGGGTGGGGATTTAGACCAGGGATTTCCCCCCTTAGATTGGGG 

ACTTGAGTGGTGGCGCGGGAGCATGCGCGGAGGTACCAGCCTGAAGGGCTGCCCTATGTG 

GTGGGGGCGTGGCTGTTGGAGTATCCCTCCTGTGCCCCTGGGTTTAGGAGGAGTGTGCAG 

TCTCGCAGATTCTGTTTGCGTAGTACAAATGGGAATTGCCTTCTGTCTTGGGGGAAGGGT 

GGGGGGCGGTCTCTGACACTTGGTCCTTAAACCCCGGAGTAGCAGTTTAAGCTTGAT 
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6.3 Sequences of Primers Used in PCR 

 

Name Sequence 5’ to 3’ Type Reaction 
Ago3Ex2GeneArtFw CACCAACCAAAGAGCATTCA Forward Guide Test 
Ago3Ex2GeneArtRv TCACAGCCCACCTCTCTCTT Reverse Guide Test 

V5AIDFw GGTAAGCCTATCCCTAACCCTCTCCTCGGTCTCGATTC
TACGCCTAAAGATCCAGCCAAACC 

Forward 
Construct 
Cloning 

V5AIDRv GGGCTGGGCTCCAATGGGTCCTGCGGAGCCGATTTCC
ATTGATACCTTCACGAACGC 

Reverse 
Construct 
Cloning 

Ago33HAFw AATGGAAATCGGCTCCGCAGGACCCATTGGAGCCCAG
C Forward 

Construct 
Cloning 

Ago33HARv CGGCTCGAGAATTGGATTTGATGCCCTTTTC Reverse 
Construct 
Cloning / 

Genotyping 

Ago35HAFw CTAAAGCTTGAACATCCCGTTTCTTGTTCA Forward 
Construct 
Cloning / 

Genotyping 

Ago35HARv GGGTTAGGGATAGGCTTACCCATTCATGGAGCTGGGG
GG 

Reverse Construct 
Cloning 

Ago3HA1Bm1Fw TGTGCCCGGAGCTTTCCGAGGGCGTCCGCTCCTCG Forward 
Site-directed 
mutagenesis 

Ago3HA1Bm1Rv CGAGGAGCGGACGCCCTCGGAAAGCTCCGGGCACA Reverse 
Site-directed 
mutagenesis 

Ago3HA1Bm2Fw AGAAAAATCTTCAAATGCTCTTGAGATTATCTCAC Forward 
Site-directed 
mutagenesis 

Ago3HA1Bm2Rv GTGAGATAATCTCAAGAGCATTTGAAGATTTTTCT Reverse 
Site-directed 
mutagenesis 

Ago1GeneArtFw CCCTCTCCATTGGCCTTTGT Forward Genotyping 
Ago1GeneArtRev CTTCACATGGTTCTCAGCCG Reverse Genotyping 

V5Fw GCCTATCCCTAACCCTCTCC Forward Genotyping 

V5Rv GGAGAGGGTTAGGGATAGGC Reverse 
Genotyping / 

RT-PCR Ago1 
Ago15HAOutFw TCAGATGCTGCAGGGAAATA Forward Genotyping 
Ago13HAOutRv TTCTCAGTGACCAACACTTTCC Reverse Genotyping 
Ago35HAOutFw TCCCAAAGGTTCCAAGTCAG Forward Genotyping 
Ago33HAOutRv GGATGCTTGACCAGATTTCAA Reverse Genotyping 

Ago1exon1Rv CTGCTCCCGAGGGTCCCGCTTCCAT Reverse 
Genotyping / 

RT-PCR Ago1 
Ago3exon1Rv CTGCGGAGCCGATTTCCAT Reverse Genotyping 

A1G7s caccGGTACCTAGGCCCCTCACGC Forward RT-PCR Ago1 

OSTIRrt FW TGCTGAGAACCCCTAACCTG Forward RT-PCR 
OsTIR 

OSTIRrt REV TGGTGCATAGCTCAGGTTCA Reverse 
RT-PCR 
OsTIR 

Ago3genotRev2 GTGGGAGCAATGCCATCTTG Reverse Genotyping 
Ago3V5Rev TCCATCATAAACTGGTCTACGG Reverse RT-PCR Ago3 
Ago3g1.2s CACCGTTGTGCCCGGAGCTTTCCGA Forward RT-PCR Ago3 


